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Paburab ttitetting
VOL. XVIII. NO.208.

INQUEST IS HELD
IN MURDER CASE
Claude Bass Name of Man Murdered Tuesday Night.

PADUCAH. KY., MONDAY EVENING. AUGUST 27. 1906.

10 CENTS PER WEEK
••••

By the consent of the people
of Paducah, The Suu has the
largest circulation in the city
and county.
The average tut
July was 1132 a day.

TAKE SUNNY SIDE NEEDLE PLUNGED
OF STREET TODAY INTO HIS BREAST
Early Morning Crowd Walks Boy Takes Wild Ride to PadBriskly on Broadway.
ucah for

WE.t.THElt:--Ealr and cooler
tonight.
Tuesday fair.
The
Idgieed temperature reached yesterday as/. 90 and the lowest today i‘ise 64,

'NECK WAS BROKEN
WHEN HE TUMBLED
Thomas Crutchfield lying Beneath Island Creek Bridge

Latest Tesainiony bead% to HAW( That GIRL ENDS LIFE; MA WEAKENS
Temperature Fell %S hen Ede,.4 Storm Titre*. IlvichiN. of Eine
stied Working
NSAN E WIFE
Bake WM. uPP.astIted Au
Retail-nom ittttttt• .1.fter Swearing
Struck l'aducall on Sunday.
Its Way Toatant Heart of She.
Agreemen
t
Die
to
F,i Iowa Parents'
Meuse,
Out Warrant When His Skysac
Youth.
Kills Husband and iliildren and Then
Plan to Part Lovers.
tic Threw Attu.
Berne Home.
Houston, Texas, August 27.— In
A WOMAN'S STRANGE STORY. fulfillment of a suicide agreemen
Memphis, Ang. 27
sPeelal nom
t, RID WEATHER ON THE LAKES. isPERA,TION
.17'
ItIt'Elt1411)1S.
Miss Pearl Baxter
Piggott, Ark., says: Suddenly becom- FELL TEN FEET TO DEATH
the 20-year-old
daughter of a wealthy planter near
ing insane Met. Frank Polagrove, wife
of a well known farmer of the St
The body of Claude Baas, the hoS Archer, Texas, drank poison early
This morning the sunny side of the
With a three-inch needle Wormed Francis neighborhood, last night killthis morning and died in agony In
who was murdered at Sixth and TerWhile returning to his hose on
the arms of her sweetheart. He was street which has been neglected so directly into his left breast over the ed her husband and four-teal -old child
rell streets Tuesday night, or dragged
Bridge
street. Ilechaniesibure Satto have ended his life at the same long had something of Its void weather heart, Aubrey Springer. of Mamie. with an axe and fatally wounded her
three after the assault by his murderurday night after having sworn out
popularts
.
The
good
old
summer
was
time,
two
other
but
children,
brought
lost
Into the city Sunday afa boy of thirteen
courage at the last moers. was exhumed yeeterday and teena warrant tor the arrest of James
time aent o t yetiterday and the first ter noon at I reesock, by his father and years and a girl of seven
The de- Taylor,
Healy identified by his uncle, G. W. ment. Mire Baxter's parents opposed
*barged
with assaulting
signs
of
fall
came
with
in
a
friends,
her
mented
venwoman
marriage
who
did
then
and
not
set
spars
had
fire
to
the
their
planned to
home
MOW The body was then buried In
Crutchfield's son, Thomas Crutchgeance.
building,
in
take
her
the bodies of the man and
the mad race for surgical aid.
north tomorrow to break
Oak Grove cemetery.
field tell off Island Creek bridge at
Coming co work this morning peoThey drove up to the Fraternity four-tear-old child being cremated
This afternoon Coioner Baker is up the attachment. The young couSixth street, and broke his neck. HI.
ple
had
coats
on
The
and
hands
ple
other
met
two
building
in
a
in
,SprInger
and
canebrak
Plekets
was
assisted
e near her
children were found in Lindy was found
holding the inquest.
earls Sunday mornhouse with two bottles of carbolic and the step of nearly everyone was Into Dr. H. P. Sight's office, where he a field adjoining their home this mornChief Collins says he knows the
ing.
acid. They kissed good-by and lifted spring) and energetic from the brac- had been directed by a pbysiclan In ing badly mutilated and.lt is not beMurderers of the boy. but is not Yet
Thomas Crutchfield was 45 years
the bottles to their lips. The horror ing atmosphere.
the countY. An X-ray examination litoed they can live more than a few
able to lay his hands on them. He
old and a union bricklayer. He: wee
the
temperatu
re
toda)
bouts.
on Miss Baxter's face caused
at 1 o'clock was made, -the broken od needle loThe mother when apprehendthe
fears they have escaped.
accidentally killed some time
bewas 76, no higher than the lowest cated, pencil marks made on
his ed. confessed her crime and begged tween II
Considelable evidence ls coven; to young man to weaken.
o'clock Saturday night and
temperature we hare had every day breast for - guidance In the operation. that she be killed.
. the poltee every 'day and the latest
S: 30 o'clock Sunday morning, withfor the last ten days. Sunday the and the surgeon and patient. then
proof lends to the original bellef that
in
30 yards of his home. The body
highest temperature--was 945 and is went to the Riverside hospital.
the boy was assaulted in a house near
was stiff in death when discovered
eighteen -hours it had fallen 26 psints
Within
two and a half /mere after
etetb and Terri:! streets The theory
Ii 5:30 o'clock Sunday morning aud
to 64 this inorusteg.
the accideat occurred, the needle was
that he was assaulted on the river
from
appearances Me had been esThe told snap began with the hard removed from • cavit) directly over
bank and taken to the spot where he
Mut for hours. .
TWO MEN IN TWO HORSE RIG rain Sunday evening at 7 o'c'ock. it and adjacent to the heart, and the
was found unconscious l almo,t unThomas Crutchfield
resided Jest
probably was the tail end of a severe yor.ag man was out of danger.
FRIGHTENED .IW"Al' HI SCREAMS
STRUCK HI TRAIN.
tenable, as the river path winds
beeond the bridge on Sixth street,
storm, which swept the great lakes
1W
Sunday
afternoon
WOMEN.
at
12 o'clock
around a distance of several blocks,
and Saturday night was rafted to
Wbile it Is a little early, it is the ad- Springer was scuttling with a friend in
and it would be difficult to carry the
town by his son, who said that
vance guard of fall, according to the a room at the Springer home at Maebody there.
Home Is. Set-11404y Hurt and
James Taylor had made threats of
weather observer.
sac, a few mi:es from Paducah. He
Some strange tales of the neighbortine of the Men Itereiveii
Mir.
D. Thou...,, Milli Daughters cutting his throat. The father went
has been home on a vacation front
hood are coming to light, and at least
to the police station and more ont
Heard some One at Windows
Itruieee.
Storm ou the Lake. ,
college
In the lapel o' his coat was
one (limns, the members of which
a warrant for Taylor's arrest.
and Called Pollee.
Clevetiand, Aug. 27.—In a fierce a long darning needle. In one of their
have talked considerable abont the
Crutchfield left the city hall about
storm, which broke over Lake Atte sudden lunges the needle was Lusted
case, has moved away, fearing lest
to:30 o'clock, Judge Paryear said.
Sunda) night, two boats were lost. straight into his kat breast and proThomas Sullivan and
they may be made to suffer for their
William
The bicycle tricks show that he was
Burglars visited the residence of
Threet, of Benton, Marsnall count!, The steamer Rhoda Stewart whb two truding a quarter of an inch broke
frankness,
ureteady.
barges was caught In a terrific gale. A off. leaving the larger part of the Mr. W. D. Thomas. at 1204
Tenpin-4
He rode out Sixth street and ont•
Anether woman, who fsars to ;et had a narrow escape from death this
mornlug at 5 o'clock at the Illinois steampfpe broke and she was forced needle in hte breast. Tim reaction see street this.. morning, but were the Island
her name be known. has told Chief
creek bridge. He had
to
Stewart
tut
The
tow
her
ir
off
of the marries completely rein ad. frightened away bs tht Mutates be- made
Central crossing on the Benton road.
a swerve and run upon a high
of Poise James Collins some facts ta
sow beached a half mile from the life the Dwell, from the surface of the fore they had gained entrance
plank at the south end of the bridge.
vrhich she will testify if she is pro• Their vehicle was struck by a train
siert and from the nature of the patn
Mrs. Thomas and two daughters This
and one horse was badly InJurea. saving station. The schooner Agn
evidently unbalanced him and
Meted.
Potter
schooner
burned. The
%Titan, It caused it was realised that the needle were alone. They heard some one
Threat was bruised.
he fell over, a distance of about tea
She said on the night of the murder
beach was dangerously near the heart.
trying ,o break into a side window. feet.
.The two were driving home, seated Crandy fosndered off Euclid
The top of' hie bead shows a
she heard a quarrel going on in a
earl; this morning. Their boets wet*
Impel phisician after an examina- They screamed and ran from the bruise and
neighholing house, which she diode- in a double rig, The horses got about
his weight must have
cast
off, It Is believed no liver were tion. advised an immediate operation. hotter to a neighbor's, where a telehalf over the tracks when the men
been Thrown forward.
Wed. She beard a woman's voice utsaw a fast approaching freight train. lost. Nine men were saved in small With on':. his trousers and an under- phone was found. The police station
Sunday morning at 5i30 o'clock
ter an exclamation of hopeleia Minna,
boats.
shirt on, and not even wearing an ,was notified and Patrolman dames
Patrolman Clark was going home
and then a ma:e voice spoke fterce'y. They realized it was too late to drive
- --shoes. Springer was placed in a builltS Clark hastened to the scene but the and
across and backed the hoatee off the
noticed a bicycle on the bridge
while anotber male voice said: "Help
Masaion in Runes.
prowlers were gone. The women did
and brought to the cry.
track and Jumped out Threat tried
Just at the south end. He looked
they are killing me."
Mexico
Aug.
City,
27.—A large
Dr. H. P. Sights after the X-ray not see an) one.
to hold them but they swung around
down and raw Crutchfield's body IYAfterwards she saw a white man
portion of Masaloa Is in rums as the examinatios had :created the needle.
log in a position of rest. Patrolman
malting a hand cart past her house in against the train. They were hurled
Exchange Meet $93.000,
down and Threat lost his Wane) result of the moat disastrous flood in which by that time had worked farClark thought probably. he had gone
the direction of the place where the
the
hietory
Twenty
New
port.
dam then ilito the breast, operated and
of the
York, August 27.-- The New
and went to the ground escaping
down the embankment to sleep. An
body was found.
narrowly from going under the hors- of ineement rain made the whole low- aseemeded in removing it. Syringe.. York Stock Exchange seat sold 'yes- examination
showed Crutebfield to
Hotly Identified.
country
terday
er
one
for
water.
$95,000
vast
sea
Masof
hospital
at
is
today and will he out
es. One horse was cut in the hip and
the
was that of Al- be dead.
Claude Baas Is the name of the
9,000
Huns:on has a population of
Fred. De Cordova, a retired banker
in a few days.
bled profusely.
The coroner was summoned anti
young man found enconscious and
It is one of the most unusitai opera- and brokers Mr. De Cordova purchas- had
The iig was broken badly and the dreds are homeless and thousands of
the body removed to the Mattifatally injured in a field near Sixth
acres
land
ed
along
of
his
coax
subseat
the
are
on
February IA, 1875, for Bringer
tions ever performed at the hospital
and Terre] streets last Wednesday men borrowed a buggy from Mr. J.
undertaking _establishment.
merged. The loss is estimated at mil- and it is believed that if proarpt action $5.000, and by this sale ire- has netIt was prepared for burial and taken
morning by negroes passing en route T. Youngblood and a horse from Mr.
as°
ted
lions.
000
in
31
been
might
years.
had
not
taken
the
C.
Mr.
Dunn
needle
De
and continued their Journey.
Cor- home. The inquest. was
' to work. The cletheg of the boy were
held 3estei...,
have worked in'o the heart, causing dova retired from the firm of Alfred day morning.
tonight to take
Identified Saturday afternoon late They will return
Dc Coedova & Co.. In 1902. since
death.
charge
ALASKA.
REPRF.S
of
NIINER14
their
TO
ENT
horses,
which were
. -Tbe .verdict was
and yesterday, when the body was
which time be has devoted his time
"We. the Jury, being duly sworn,
exhumed, the uncle and other rela- left with Mr. Youngblood.
exclu,,Ive
l) to outdoor sports.
TO THREE WOMEN
Republican mid Democratic- Nominees
find that the body lying before us to
tivist positively Identified the body,
Defeated by large Majorities.
be that of Themes Crutchfield, and
which leaves no doubt as to the idenGallant, hat Fat Siecretary Glare Pp
that he came to death ny accident.
tity.
Ni.. Seat.
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 27: Alaska
"Signed: Frank Waggoner, 3. W.
Claude Bags was between 215 and
Skelton, L. E. Love,Hermann Ackerhas elected two miners as her terri21 years of age. He lived here until
Washington. Aug. 27. —Secretary
torial delegates to congress. They
man, L. A. Lawler, William Walker."
sent to the reform school several
FAVORED RV PREMIER eiTOLV- defeated ti'. Republca
The unfortunate man worked for
'ears ago for a term of four years
n and Dem- Taft has found his vra) into comic WILL Hold!
MEM- William
PIN, WHO IS TERRORIZED..
ocratic nominees in the e:ections last papers all over the world as the result
11.e returned and sought emplorment
Turk, the contractor, and
ING
AT
PRINCET
ON.
was.hard-worker, He leaves a wife
week by overwhelming majorities. of the Joke Associate Justice Brewer,
In the railroad service. He was on
Their election is looked on as Alec- of the United states supreme court,
and seven children. The funeral was
his good behavior. He was last emka's protest against broken promises told on the rotund secretary of war at
held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
ployed on. the Big Four road at Kegs Czar Net to Edelen to
Reactionby the national government, neglect of the recent Yale corumencement. The Purpose of Nlerfiug Iii to Moose a at the residence at Bridge awl
Orayse44e, Ill., and when here last
ary Grand Dukes—Another
her interests and et/Position to wealthy pleasantry of the dIstinguistrede luriee
Sixth streets. The services were conCandidate to Oppose 011ie
week had .a great deal of monee en
General Dead.
cerporations. The new delegate* are It will be remembered, was based on a
ducted by the, Rev. Chiles. The burJames.
him. He was stripped of every cent
Thomas Cole, elected try 3,331 phi- compliment he desired to pay to the
ial was in fish Grove cemetery.
which- bears out the theory of murrality for the long term, and Frank chivalry of Ya!tr men.
der for; robbery.
"•
"Yale smen everywhere are polite."
St. Petersburg, August 27. --Pre- Kaskey, who received 2,985 enalotit)
Saturday Edward Cohen, wile
SAGES NEPHEW
A
call
meeting
a
for
of
the Repubsaid
Justice
mier
Brewer,
Stolypin
Secretary
"but
completely terrorized for the short term. Cole Is a native
I:on/theta a clothing
store at 1531
committe
lican
executive
e
of
the.
First
Taft
Is the most polite man I ever
Broad street, identified the clothes of as the result of the attempt made on of Wisconsin: Is known as "Honest
Ciahus MIS Uncle Was Not in Dispels.
congregational district at Princeton toBass at the police station. He stated his life Saturday by terrorarts, when Tom," and has been a miner since ass in m) life. Why, the other rho
Mg Mks& ,
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock has
that Tuesday afternoon Bass had 32 persons were killed and many in- MT, Frank Waskey is :13 years old, I was in a street car with him and he
been
Issued,
cOpy
and
a
was
received
come to his store with a lot of money jured by the explosion of bomb, has Is a Minnesotan and his horns Is at got up and gave his seat to three WoAlbany. N. Y . Aug. 27.—Claiming
in Paducah today.
and left a grip in his care. He tried advised the czar not to yield to the Nome. He Is known as a "trail man."
that when Reesell Sage drew his will
The
meeting
purpose
the
le
of
to
Scotis
clippings
of
grand
dukes who are urging the blazer." whlieh ipterpreted means it
based on this
to sell the young man a suit of
choose a candidate for congress and he made a private paper In which he
clothes but he did not buy. Because appointment of a military dictator. T114°, lbo artomPlehes what he seta joke reach the war department every
told his wife how she should dispose
week. It has found its was. Into many attend to other matters pertaining to
he tried to sell Bass a slit, Cohen Premier believes to name a dictator out to c10.
of his millions, and alleging that if
political
district
affairs
McIn
the
languages
, but the Germans seem to
remembered what the boy had on new would bring open civil war In
the contents of this private paper are
Cracken
county
probably will have a
appreciate it Most. Many of the GerHe Identified the garments at the Resale.
CARS ARE TIED UP.
found to be as he understands they
man papers comment on the story at representative.
.police station. Later G. W. Bastof
are, It will prove that Sage was inlength
and say that at last the YanAll Officers Resign.
1626 Broad street
competent when he made It. Revel G.
identified the
fly Velem Strike of
:Street Cr kees
Duel to Death.
seem to be developing real wit.
Berlin, August 27. - The totemsclothes as also did Miss Mary Basis
Sage. of this eit, a grand nephew of
Motormen and yonductors.
Vienna. Aug. 17.—Two Polish pit- Russell Rage. is about to begin
his daughter. Mr. Bass is an uncle pondent of the Seplesstche Zeitung
action
IN THE CLOUDS.
Pilo of the Tarnopol college In Cracow to break the Sage will His
of the murdered boy. Even the, pipe at St. Petersburg. wires that Goverattorneys
San Francisco, Cal., August 27 —
the
other
day killed each other. Tney allege that the Sage directions
was identined and so strongly did nor General Kaulbers and all the
as proWith the exception of the California Nersy Antviteur Aeronaut
Is Spending had Just graduated from school and vided in the private
the uncle believe it was his nephew, principal civil and military officers
paper are as 11
and Geary street line. street rallwas
Night.
found college work beyond them the diculous and improbable
that he ordered the body exhumed. at Odessa have sent In their resignaas though
traffic was suspended today by a
first term. At the end of the term they were for the
Identification was complete when the tions. The *aloft was entirely unex.
e;grablishment of •
strike of conductors and motormen
New York, Aug, 27.--Dr, Julian last week their reports
body was seen. and It was burled in peeled.
were very „bad. free airship line across the Atlantic.
at 5 o'clock this morning. The corn-, P. Thomas, the amateur aeronaut,
ac- and the boys, both under 15, were in
Oak Grove yesterday.
party made no attempt to run cars companied by his brother,
Jefferson utter despair. They resolved to die,
Chief Collins Talks.
.11114)ther Terrorist Victim.
To A PITLP
and consequently there was no dis- Davis Thomas, is spending the
night and, securing revolvers, went to their
"Yes, we have positively identiWarsaw, August 27.— Another order.
In he clouds. Undaunted by his last deserted
classroom, and, facing each Likens' Rend Was
fied the man and we also know the terrorist victim was added to
Crashed During a
the
experience in the Viryana, when the other as in
two boys with him when he was seen long list today, when General
a &el, clasped their loft
Fight on Bridge.
Wonbig
Kenttieky
balloon had several narrow escaper hands and shot each other
to the Front.
In' the Barracks by the shanty-boat larski, was shot and killed by
with the
an unWashington. Aug. 27—Chairman from destruction in a night flight to revolvers in their
man," Chief Collins said. "We are known Man. The assassin escaped.
right.
Richmond, KY . Aug. 27.--WICe
Sherman, of the Republican congres- Cape Cod, Dr. Thomas set sail this
handicapped with no men to work
Same* Likens and Preston Stacy were
evening
sional committee, said today he was
from One litindreth and Thiroil the case. I sent Detective Will
Amnesty en Rebels,
walking across • trestle larbt night,
Twenty-one Indict/lento.
re'elving more $1 ontributione to ty-eighth street gas works to test a
Baker to Princeton yesterday after
Havana August 27. - The Cuban they met six negroee
Chicago. August 27.— Twenty- 'S campaign fund f-am Kentucky and new dirigible
seated on
a
apparatus composed government has drawn up an amnes- bridge
' one of the boys, hut he failed to get
Trouble arose and in the fight
one Indictments were prepared by sliesouri than from
'hien!' of a Propeller operated by Ped- ty of 30 days
any other states [
him. We think they have okilpsel
under which those now which fole,wed Likens either fell
the United States attorney haying In In the Vtdcm in proportion to their als. The balloon sailed
or
off in a west- bearing arms against the govern- was
out. ?he' got froth Baas, f phesume.
knocked from a bridge to the
charge the investigation by the fed- popotattots. New York
erly
direction
ova' the Jersey bile and ment can return
and Peigsylat igloo. $70; se hA had this amount
peaceably to their ground 441 feet below. His head was
eral grand Jury into the alleged re- vents are doing well,
too. he said, but when last seen wig evidently maneuv- homes nod will
be pardoned. The cenueed, to a Pulpbates granted the Standard Oil corn - Monfssi:a nect Nierafila hare hot eon - ering under
expel
-Motet* to' fir.
Won* to Witte the document has from his awaallante eta"'
(COntlaued on Page Foot)
pen) by railroad companies.
mid
"rboatas with the steering gear.
not yet been reached.
the secrets escaped.
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ChiKentucky INDIANS SHP OUT
Tuesday Night, Aug.28 BY DANVILLE EN
Score Was Oug to Nothing and
l'iatt Pitched.
I

Spencer 0 Aborn
Present the

611Eir EKOTIONAL RAU Cairo lakes,

A WIFE'
SECRET
Now in Its Third Successful Season
Splendid Melodramatic Cast.
Big Scenic Production.
A PLAY

OF REAL LIFE.

same for Jackeouville
and Are Clinahlug steadily to
Pennant.
\

WET GROUNDS .1T

VINCENNES

Team Standing.
Club.-W.
L.
Vincennes
.67 44
Cairo
62 52
Jacksonville
59 53
PADIXAM
55 57
•
Danville
64
Mattoon
44 69
Yesterday's lietsulta.
Danville 1, Paducah 0.
Cairo 8 Jacksonville 0.
VincennesMattoon (rain.)

Prices 25c, 35c, 54k, 75c, $1.00.
Seats on rale Monday e a. in..

Pct.
604
544
527
41IL
439,
394

THE BIG LINES

A aW.ondortis) Riecord.

As made up by imoroved and rout
wocemes Dr. Pierce's I. avorite Prescriptive Is a most efficient remedy for regulating all the womanly functions,correctlug displacements, as prolapeue, anteverpion atZ reiroversIon,overcoming_ painful
periods, toning upelm nerve, and betiding about a perfect state of health.' h
National 1,cagu.
cures
She backache,periodical beedeches,
St. Louts-Brooklyu game postpon- the dragging
-down distress in the pelvic
region, she peini
ed,'wet grounds. iiitis
euMneas over
lower
steamiest
up the
Chicago 7 Boetou 0: batteries, pelvic catarrhal
disagreeable
Taylor and Moran; Young and Need- and weakening, and larartonies
eNcry
form of weakness 5nolden1 to the organs
ham.
distinctly feminine. Cincinnati 5, New York 7; batter"Favorite Prescription" is tile only
medicine for woman. the makers of
ies Hall and Schlei; McGinnity and which
are not afraid to print their
Bowerman.
.
formula on the bottle wrapper. thus
Second game called in seventh by taking their patrons into their full confidence. It is the wily medicine for
agreement.
women, every ingredient of wialch has
the
stroligi•st
eudorsement. of
Cincinnati I, New York 0; batterthe 111UPt Palitleal Medical practitioners
ies, Weimer and Livingstn; Ames and Writers of our day, recommending
it for the di,,,,,,,, for which "1-'syorlls
and Bowerman.
I'rescripti,ii
mcii
It Is OM only
put - up tuisliiulie fur women. sold
through druggists. which does not conSATURDAY'S 6.%M1e5.
tain a large percentage of alcohol. so
Anaerienn leeigne.
harmful In the long run, especially to
delicate women. It has more genuine
Washington, 5; Chicago. 1.
cures tA,
credit than sl; other mediSecond game—Washington, 4; M- cines forits women
,-onibine,i. having
saved thousands of auflerers from the
enge, 3.
operating
table and the surgeon's knife.
New York, 2; Cleveland, O.
It has restored delicate. weak women to
Second game—New York, 2; Cleve- strong and vigorous health and virility,
making motherhood poesible. where there
land, II.
was barrenness before, thereby brightenBoston, 3; St. Louis, 1.
ing and making happy many thousands
of
homes by the advent
ones to
Philadelphia, 4; 'Detroit, 3,-12
strengthen the marital bonds and add
innings.
sunshine where gloom and despondeasy
had reigned before.
Write to Dr. R. V. Pierce. He will send
National League.
you good, fatherly, professional advice.
In t plain. sealed envelope, absolutely
Cincinnati, 3; New York, S.
free. Address him at Buffalo, N. V.
Pittsburg, 8; Philadelphia, 3
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet* in not
gripe. They effectually cleanse the sysChicago. 4; Boston, 3.
tem
of accumulated impurities.
St. Louis, 3 fhooklyn. 2
The People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, by Dr. Pierce, 100S pages, Is sent
free on receipt of stamps to pay expense
of mailing rinfie Send 21 one-rent stamps
for the book in paper covers. or 31 stamps
for the della -und volume. Address
as shove.
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Today's Hchedule.
Paducah at Danville
Mattoon at Vincennes.
NOTICE.
List of uew inelbseribers added by the . Cairo at Jacksouville.
East Teleillaillee Telephone OwnDanville 111. August 27.-- The In, pray Today:
2442-4—Pryor, D. C., res.. Bast dians :tittered a shut out Sunday at
the hands of Hayworth's HaymakTatter avenue.
504-3—ROberts, N. 7., res., Hin- ers. The game was well played b)
kleville road.
both sides and an error gave the
50.04-1--Stan!ey, Mrs. Robert., res., winning run. Christman and Piatt
Theatrical Notes
To Preaserye Eggs.
illnklevile road.
were the pitchers, both southpaws,
Louisville Aug. 17 --A lest of a
548--Kenttelo theater, N. Fifth.
and their performance was excellent, year-old egg was conthrted • at Mr.
—
WS-a—Morris, J. R.. _saloon, 100
The Odd Trousers Sale which has been in
hits tallying. The attendance was Robert J. Prick's drug store at SevBroadway.
also
good.
Platt drawing well. being enth and Main streets, yesteeday afterprogress at our store for some time past,
Melodrama TomorrOW,
721-4--Penn, Wm., res., Husband
Just out of the American Associa- noon, which demonstrated the discovinan's hasty and 111-advised acroad.
during
which all our odd trousers have been
ety of a prOcsee which will keep eggs tion' in driving his young wife from
Like other commodities telephone tion.
offered
at one-fourth off, is probably azouaing
The score:
for at least twelve mostita- How borne -tor fancied indiscretion/I. and
R H
service should be paid for *seas/hag
Danville
........
much
longer
....1
they
may
3
be
3
kept
more
reThornton
to its worth and value.
Connie
interest than any of our :noney-saving
, Grace Hopkins,
0 1 '3 mains to be seen
It is not Improb- Imaginary temptations, is the giouIld
We have in the city over 3,000 Paducah
cut
price
sales, with the exception of the suit
Ratterte4 - Christman and John- able that eggs thus treated wilt keep work of the emotional drama, "A
subscribers or five times as many as
sale,
on;-dillatt
at
twenty
econom
and
Downing
---ical dressers recognize the opyear'.
but
It
certahl
its
-- -the ludeperrdent-rompirtly: —Mudd
Wife's Secret," which will be seen at
that they can he preserved so long the Kentucky on Tuesday night of
the city and within the county we
portunities it affords of making a new suit out
that ev famines are things of the this week. The leading role of the
Rain at Vincennes.
have 63 times as oulay subscribers as
of an old one by the addition of a pair of Qdd
Vincennes, Ind,, August 27.—Rain past, and there need be no furtber wronged girl-wife. Mona Madison, '
the Independent company. Yet we
pleseuted
scarcity
Sunday), game.
of fresh eggs in abundance said to be a beautiful an
trousers. One-fourth off is a ttrong enough
will place a telephone in your resiat ail Cmer of the year The procees thetic character. It is pott.
dence at.the same rate tire Independcut
-to satisfy most people, but if that does not
was discovered by Mr. Will J. Weds'- Grace Hopkins, the
Jacksonville Shot Oast.
well-knoe
ent company, Is supposed to charge,
interes
Jacksonville. III., August 27.—The kind, a cierk for Mr. lerlat. Mr. We- young emotiona actress. The it.
t you, by all means sec the special lot of
l
and provide in addition, long distlotals were shut out yesterday by dekind has been lo the does to:sinews ductIon of scenery and effects Is on
150 pairs of fine trousers, former prices $3.00
ance facilities which will enable you
the Hashalingers. Errors added to several years and Ws attention was. most elaborate
scale, it is said,
to reach fifty million people from
to
$8.00, now being offered for exactly
the visitors' score getting.
directed to (be need of such a prOcest nothing has been left undone th
sour home .
The scoria:
by the diffieu:ty of securing plenty of would make the presentation, th
RHE
,Call 300 for further information.
Cairo
8 9 1 fresh eggs at all times for use in season, a peer of Its two former
EAST .TENNESSEE. TELEPHONE
Jacksonville
0 6 4 drinks at the oda feepteln. He set years on the stage. This attraction'
COMPANY.
Batteries— Johnson and Quiesser: to work to enve the problem, and af- is under the direction
of Spencer
ter a long course of experiments dis- and Aborn. who have contribut
Fox and Belt.
These are fine cassimerc, flannel and wored
Notice to Contractor.
covered a method of treaeng eggs many excellent presentations to the
steds,
formerly among the best in our store,
Paducah, Ky.. August 2Z, 1906
si.ITUItHAVI4 '(JAMES.
which enables them to defy both time field 'of melodrama and emotiona
l
Rids will be received at the office
but
they
had become slightly soiled from
R H
and the weather. The process is, of plays. The cast includes such players
of the hoard of public works, city
3 7 3 course, • secret with Er, Wedekind, as George B. Connor, W.Iliam J.
handlin
g, hence the big reduction.
. hail. Paducah. Ky., until 3 p. m. on Cairo
who proposes to put it to irumeilate Sties, Tommy Toner. Allan St. John,
4 lo
August 29. 1906. for the following
Batterise--Miller
and Downing, Practical WIC
and sometimes tinged with pathetic
construction-- and- reconstruction of
Hatch and Quiesser.
Anna Little, Winona Bridges, Estel
streets and side-walks, as per plans
Sheriff's Peale to Be Need.
Dudley and others.
and specifications on file at the city
R H E
Middlesboro. Kr. Aug. 27.—It Is
engineer's office, under ordinances
Jacksonville
5 S 1 said that a special grand Jury will be
in-evicting for same:
"On the Bridge at Midnight."
Vincennes
0 '5 3 called next week in-Lee county, Vir"Trot street from Broadway' to
"On the Bridge at Midnight," a
Batteries—Akers and Belt; Whit- ginia,
to investigate the killing of comedy drama which will 'be seen
washington street, with vitrified ley- and
Cheuault,
John Lee, an alleged member of the here Saturday night and matinee,
paving block, curb and gutter.
is
Frank Ball's crowd. Lee was killed the harration in play form of the
Washington street from First to
so •
RHE
by the Kentucky officers when they search of a blind mother for her stoThird s'reRts with vitrified paving
Mattoon
5 7 0 fired on the house In which le,aink len
block curb and gutter.
child. Her experiences. excititig
Danville
0 3 1 Ball was hiding. Lee has Man) relSecond street from Washington
and sometimes tinged with pathetic
Batteries --McCarthy and Johnson: atives
and friends In that county- and humor, grip the attention of the austreet to Kentucky avenue, with vitGuerney and Johnson.
they are very indignant over what dience from start to finish. It is morerified paving block, curb and gutter.
they call his murder. It is said that over a wholesome story. The scenery
The following streets are to be
Clyde Goodwin
formerly with Governor Swanson
of Virginia, has is remarkable and of course reaches
improved
with
grahttold
side-walks. Vincennes in the Kitty league,
•
now advised .latierlff Ball to take
First -street from Broadway to with the Milwauke
this 31$11: a climax in the Petting that gives the
e team in the as he says
the Kentucky officers over- play its name showing. with faithOur ability to conform to the ideas of particular people
Washington Street.
American
AssOtiation,
has been stepped their authority
in regard to quiet dignity and refined taste in the engravwhen they at- fulness In detail the huge life bridge
Second street from Kentucky ave- bought by the
Boston
Americans. tempted to arrest
ing of wedding invitations, cards and announcements,has
Bell in Virginia.
nue, to Washington street.
over the Chicago river, scenes along
Goodwin .was 'once with the
brought us their continued patronage ice over thirtyPitts- On the other hand
Washington street from Second to hurg Nationals
the Kent::ekS offi- that city's hidden stream, and a
five years.
but was too green cers
claim
they
had
the
right
Third street.
steamer
make
to
passing through the draw.
at the time and was retemsel to
the the arrest, as they had
Our prestige is due to our complete_knowledge of all the
Side-walke on Washington street minor league
been deputised
again .
details- the correct forma. the approved styles of engravas Virginia deputy. sheriffs by a Lee
from First to Second street. with vitReal Plot and Real Musk.
ing end all the fine points that count so much. Alpo
county magistrate, the requisition par.flod paving brick.
"The King of Tramps" which
because we employ only the best engravers to be found.
HORSE POCND.
pers
for Ball are said to have arrived comes to., The Kentucky
Side-walks and combined curb
on Labor
We suggest that you write us for repreeentauve samples
at the scene of the figiribout twenty day, matinee
-- and gutters on Jones street from
and night, is an AmeriC. McClure, a Farmer, Loses His
and prices of approved wedding stationery.
minutes after Lee was killed and Bill can comedy
Ninth to Eleventh street.
set to Yankee Doodle
•
an
rrendered.
L. A. WASHINGTON, City Engimusic. Unlike the usual "musical
neer.
comedies" this play contains a real
C. MCCLURG eS, CO. CHICAGO
C. McClure, a Is: tiler from Bal213-221 Wabash Aveins•
-Venom Divoreee.
plot, with an interesting story, act in
lard county, reported Sunday mornLexington, Ky., Aug. 27.—Sit.r for a jolly, tiegling rompif rollicking
!Votive to Contractor.
ing that some one had stolen
his fivorce
Patincah, Ky • Nile * 55-. 1604.
has-been filed here-like-orob- music. Not a jumble f old "Coon
horse from Elitabeth_street while
he ably the youngest
Bids wlil-he received at the office of was in making a call. Later
bride in Rentucki. songs" but a merry swing of melody
the horse The
plaintiff is Mrs. Ada May Jack- That charms and delights the ear
the Board of Public 'Works, city hail. was found by Patrolma
n James Clark
son, sixteen years o:d. She was
"So you think
Paducah. Ky.. until 2. 117m. Wednes- in Broad alley a short distance
the
world
I
mar- Real "Yankee Doodle" music, sting large cities this summer.
from Med to
Several
lland dollars worth of growing better!" "Yes. I sat In a
Walter lia-sitin, an eighteen- with a vim and a dash that causes
day, September 5th, 1996, fo, the fol- where the horse had been left
stand- Year old lad,
fireworka
gi
losives wilt be used open street car yesterday, and th
three weeks ago. Jack- the blood to tingle and the feet to
lowing construction work, as per plans ing. It is not known whether
the son took
In the production, which will include man just it front of me was alway
her to his home, where she patter.
and specifications on file at the City horse was stolen or strayed into the
took a dislike to his mother
a large quantity of dynamite to pro- careful to wait for it to stop befor
and left
Engineer's office, under ordinances alley.
She was Miss Nickerson,
duce the deafening concussions that Ia• proceeded to rid himself of th
Fresco
Pictures.
and
he
providing for same.
father brings the suit for
Moving pictures portraying the accompany the eruption' of the vol- Juice from the tobacco which
he
divorce. The
For grading and graveling Sowell
PEANUT HULLS BURN.
parents of both were present
horrors of the San Francisco disaster cano and the rending of the moun- was chewing."— Chicago Record
at
street from
the
Aishbrook
avenue to
weddase of the eoupi e and sanctione will be seen at the Wallace park Ca- tain as the blazing lava pours down Herald.
d
Make Stubborn Blaze for Firemen to it.
hays avenue.
on the city. at its base.
They were married by
the Rev. sino this week. These pictures were
Rowe:: street from Ashhrook avenue
Extinguish.
C. W. thiey.
Preceditig the pyrotechnic part of
taken by the company's agent durInterfering Friend—I suppose by
to Ashcraft avenue.
the spectacle there will be a special
the
ing
fire.
this time you are ready to thank in
Fire company No. 1 was called to
Hays avenue, from Sowell street to
feature In connection with the life
Host (to his guest)---"The
for telling you .
tttat Miss Flip w
the Southern Peanut factory at
wine
Bridge street.
of the people of SetPlerre. These Only
Mount Pelee Eruption.
you'll get presently was laid
stringing you? Friend— No
Washington and First streets Sundown In
L. A. WASHINGTON,
Work is to be pushed at Wallace will consist of ballets, ensembles I'm not! Confound
it! I was havin
day morning between 11 and 12 my cellar on my daughter's birth."
City Engineer.
park, for the Central Labor union's and street scenes and will add inter- a fine time
•
Daughter (aside to the
efore that!— Detoi
o'clock. The pile of DeanUL hulls
butler)
est
In
to the big ftrewores Misplay.
fall carnival. Mr. J. W. Johnson, of
Free Press.
the rear of the building was afire "John, wipe the cobwebs off the botThe novelty In the production lies
the Layton Fireworks company, arMr. Billynns (the millionaire)---"I
ties before 7011
and burning briskly. It. required some
*me."
will give you my daughter, sir, If you
rived In the city Saturday and will in the fact that the explosives ide
Backlots---"1 was surprised to hea
little time to extinguish it. The firewill promise to maintain• her afterat once biotin putting the park and discharged from the mouth, of the you
hid discharged your new cook.
"Dear, do yors thing a
men declare the hulls are a menace
Woman grounds into first cites condition for crater making the scene realistic and
ward."
thought she made nearly all your favto the mill end surrounding prop- ought to work for a husband?"
sensation
the
al.
Steel mortars are used
opeang, September 10, 1906.
Joeem A. Long--"Graelous! You erty.
orite diehee."
"By all means," replied the one
who
The carnival committte has secur- In firing the aerial bombs and firing
talk as though you ware giving away
Sulthubs--"So she did. hut eh
was well along, "If she (ain't
get one ed some of the best shows and at- battertee and detorators In exploda free public library."--PleaTfine,
any other way."--Milwaukee
broke me tarlf
Rec
Mingle! to Hight Side,
Sedti- tractions now at- River View Park ing the dynamite charges. Another
nrd
Fireman W. H. Crafton, Of the nel.
and White City, Chicago. The Erup- 'feature of the display is the &meltecinhe•-•4ho fr‘ne 'Tess. Asa
-- - "high hall" run, Nos, 101 and 104,
-----tion of Mt. Pelee, one of the mast neous flight of 260 rorkets from he
Dr. WIlilitms'inensn Ft
on the Illinois Oeneral between PaduiudiiOila.
linentsllouveltodi
I
n
Little Shale— heistuasa, how much coetly.free attractions ever glean
at volcano which burst at great to 'tzht
•Malaria Miikes Pale Sickly Children. cah and 'Memphis. has -been promoted
do -People pay a pound for bibles' a carnival,/bias buen contracte
Somers
lIthe
and
discharge
thousand
s
of
d for
the 61..d Standard Grove's Taste- In engineer.
Mamma Ttable• Ore not 'cold he the with the Layton Firework
s etifill1PanY• titers at all colors.-.•.001,
Tess; 01111"Tc-ink. drives ont malaria
,
tic. a . ir''''-‘,
Pound. me deal. Utile, 16Isie---Thert
This prnduetion has been the feotmoo
1
and builds tip the sYsteni. Bold by all
Fe,/ tips came to the Wailer who why
i
pc
do they always weigh them as ure atarsettwe at- att-the..14
lairs III
Quit* leaeltee berry s Man he.,Ydealers tor :7 v.• •
r
"
.
;.;,1
• f price,
n .1
5555 15'
'',["
car:manna CP l'r,,P4,,
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BACK TO PADUCAH
BROTHER COMES

eloNDAV, AIMAUST 27.

FREIGHT CARS
OFF THE TRACK'How

RIVER NS Tr3

River Stages.
Cairo
19.3 0.9
In Search ot the Missing Mims
Chattanooga
0.9
Cincinnati
19.6 2.4
Lacy Summers.
Evansville
13 0 0.8
Florence
4.5
Johnsonville
Missing.
Bee Traced Her Here but Is Not CerLouisville
7.2 0.2
tain Site Is in tee City at
Mt. Carmel
2.7 0.1
Present.
Nashville
9.7 0.1
Pittsburg
6.6 2.5
Davis Island Dam
5.1 0.1
12.4 2.1
POLICE
.tHE ASSISTING HIM. St. Louis
Mt. Vernon .... 9
12.5 0.5
Paducah
11.S 0.2

✓

fall
rise
rise
fall
fell

Then Two Care Were Hit By
The Engine.

ausd Tralu mulled
rise Another Coe
VIltIle Carcass Was Heine
fall
Reinsived,
rise
rise
r:se
Mae EAST PASSE N4iElt 'PRAIN LATE.
fall
fall

Much"Dead Wood"
Have You in Your
Advertising?

The"dead wood"—unprofitable mediums—in lists used by advertiser's who have transferred their accounts to Lord&Thomen
in the past year,has proved to be as high as 33per cent in the
light of the Lord & Thomas Record of Results.

The 'Rev. L. A. Summers, of GreenA house.) feuleed fast passenger
The gauge registered a stage of 1 Lis
field. Tenn. whitlow here last week in this
morning, a fall of .5 in the last train No. lea, brow Louisville to Memtallest of his meeting slater, Mist Lacy 48 hours. Rainfall .80 inches. Busi- phis over the Minute Central lase
HIS 33 per cent of "dead wood" complishing,we can foretell what it WILL
Summers, of Jackson, Tenn., who ness at the wharf
night, and when she rolled Lto the
was quiet today.
was counter-acting or offsetting accomplish on similar propositions.
nesteriously disappeared without instation
herie
four ituurs late, the enThree big tows of coal passed down
profitable results from another
fur ming any one of her intentions, re- Saturday
afternoon and teght from gineer was glad Indeed to run his me33 per cent of the list, leaving the cam- So you see we have practically elimiel:nest yeiterday and is today making Pittsburg
to New Orleans, The Joseph anie to Om rcund huuse and go home
paign limping along on the remaining nated the element of chance in advera thorough canvas of the City in (*im- B.
Willem', the Fulton and the John to sleep the hoodoo off, if -possible.
tising, by making it unnecessary to
pair) with a patrolman,
34
per cent of publications.
The train started from Louleviee on
A. Wood. They carrel,' several hitnexperiment
with consequent waste The brother eatne here last week.
time and at Dewy met a freight deired thousand bushels.
questionable
Even
copy and mediums.
so,
in
many
cases,
the
advertising
ahci aft:- a day's mosrch without fruits,
nearly four
The Savannah arrived out of the railment. It required
been
successful.
considered
had
wee to Hinson Spengs, Teen., where Tennessee
We ask an opportunity to explain to
river today on the return hours to tepece the cos: cars. When
he tho.:itht Ada- sister unarm be, 14e trip test.
the train got past and was gotrig full
T.011Ti.
you, personally, and in detail, what the
But
Wfi
do
not
consider
an
advertising
.
Wits unsuccessful there and also at
The Buttorff arrived Sunday night clip the engine hit two cows. The
campaign successful until it has Largest Advertising Agency in America
hlayfield, and arrived
in
Paducah from Nashville and left
today at noon cows were pushed aside with no damreached the greatest possible measure —with all its experience—is ready to
attain yesterday. At the poece Ira- for
age to the train or loss of time. A
Clarksville.
do to earn advertising success for you,
of
success.
tin last night he said:
The Joe Fow:er left at 11 o'clock few miles further the engine struck
rather than to win it on a speculation
believe that my Cater came her'. for Evansville
today, having arrived another cow, but this% time with not
We do not consider a list of advertis-' with your money.
The amount of PublIciti should
grace.
so much
The bovine was killed
call Sunday from that poInt.
ing mediums safe to use for our clients
her lineation to the anxiety she has
Tilte SaltLlo we; laall0 St 1.011t1 to- and the engine stopped. This mese
until each publication has been One of our representatives is in your
occasioned, and she shoted Inform us night for
the round trip tip the Ten- toned another loss of tete ant %sewn
"MEASURED" by the actual results city every few days looking after the
of her whereaboutsI have traced neesee river, arriving
here Wednesday the train palled Into Paducah it was
tabulated in the Lord & Thomas interests of some of our present clients.
her to Paducah. I saw an
Illinois morning,
7:44 o'clock.
That is why we are advertising in this
Record of Results.
Central conductor, who said be noEngineer Jahn Desinney was in the
The Clyde will be due to arrive out
newspaper—to you NOW. Will you
tic el on the day my ,da(PT left Jack. of
I
the Tennessee river tonight and cub and was glad to get In
This Record of Results is a compilation write, granting us an interview in your
eon, three women Sitting la his train.
Two tans Off.
wait over until Wecineaday evening
of weekly confidential reports on returns office?
One. he thought. was the mother and
Two cars :eft the track at Dupoy, a
before returnelet.
from
all good newspapers and other
the other two daithters, although
The Reams!: Lord left today for the small station eight miles this side of
media sent u, by those of our clients Your letter will not obligate you in
one was dressed much better than
Tenneseee river after ties, having Central City. The train was @still
who have a direct check on their any way.
the other two
The description he coree-out
No, 840. No one was injures!. The
of the same river Sunday.
gave of the better dressed young woadvertising.
We are issuieg a series of small books cloth
trate was composed of 25 cars and
The Dick Fowler bad a fair trip
to
bounce covering advertising An all its abases,
man fleet my slater exactly. even to Cairo
this morning and will be due to tbe Paducah wrecker was sent up to
ity
comparing
what
each
we send free to interested advertisers.
medium
which
IS
acthe hat she wore. The condactor sail clear !he track. It required four hoots
Mien tonight at 8 o'clock.
the woman and poorly dressed air
The George Cowling did not return for the work,
Cattle. to Paducah and at Mayfield that
Sundae night frem Cairo mite- 12
the young woman Whom I think was
Two Offers..
o'clock. The Cowling carried an exmy sister, left the train. Here I lost
,Dr. Woodrow Wilson, the presicursion for a local eolored lodge
to
ttace of her.
dent of Princeton, was sauntering
NEWSPAPER -MAGAZINE -OUTDOOR
Cairo "Sunday morning.
".ity sister formeey worked in Padown a shady lane in the early sumCharles
Druggeman
assayed
Thursducah in the millinery Ms.:loess, tad
mer when he met a tall, handsome
thought possibly she might have day on the Savannah from St. Louis youth.
LARCIIONIT ADVERTIKING. AOSINCli IN AMERICA
?r,, take the position of "sailor martsought employment here.
The youth had just been graduaIRCAGIO
N1F`W VORIC
ABSSILAS. VOLL'Sal kh..w4-1SU FOR CLINNTis S-4,000.0,041.00
en
the
Clyde.
The
sailor
man
se:
a
The Rev. Mr. Summers this moreated. He was very poor and very init
eamboat
is
a
professional saeor who telligent. In In all his courses he had
ing at 7 o'clock started out with Pi
srolman Lige Cross to Lake a thor- has charge of the rigging and super- taken honors, and in athletics also
ough search of the city. They wit: 'Oen& all painting, cleaning anti sen- great honors had been his.
drat visit all the millinery stores and :ler duties about a steamboat. Brug"Well, Smith," said Dr. Wilson,
then make a canvas of the residctace gentan spent much of his life cut she "ehrougb at last eh!"
portion. .The brother cannot account high seas.
"Yes sir," said the young man.
▪
11%'14NTS
. OF THE
Local rivermen are much perteex,d smiling and blushiug.
for the actions of his sister. He it
8
aver tbe question of pearls. On Falah's
certain she is not in 'eltyfield.
"And now what are you going to
Thirty Jew* orphans /tom Rue-, ay, Pa.. have received
their Orie l
At Jackson. Tenn., the mother has ftshboat, Saturday morning, the qces- do?"
sia, whose perbras were
killed in dividend In the shape of receiver's
.l
offered a reward of $2104, the mxney eon was asked as to what became of
The home coming of WillIam
"I hardly know YeCsir. I have massacres in Odessa and other Rua-- certificates for 20 per cent of their
being on deposit in a Jackson bank, he pearls in the mussel shells after bad two offers."
Been promises ti
Inamorata the
elan cities arrived In New York yes- deposits.
for any evidence that will lead to the 'he melee! dies. None of the old
"Two? Wonderful!" .
terday. The Jewish societies of New
Roy Ellis, of Cincinnati, was sav- real opening of hia third cisinnsiell for
detection of the wtereabouts of the riser vets could answer. It is a fact
"Yes, sir. One is from a scientific York will take care of the children. ed from drowning In the heavy surf the preside:bey.
Bry•n :s a Pasthat far as many years as the oldest society offering me a secretaryship
missing daughter.
The foist week in Wall street was at Atlantic City by Life Guard An- senger on the North German Lloyd
At Jackson It was learned that a Owensboro citisen
can
remember, at $5 a week, and the other Is frowi replete wit* intereseng events, the drew Heard, who nearly lost his own steamer Princess Irene, which is sayoung lady, giving Jackson as her Pearls have been found in the mussel a baseball magnate, offering me
peeled here Wednesday or Tharada)
Harriman Issues going to new high life In making the rescue.
home, boarded a local freight train shells, when the shells are taken from five-years' contract to pitch at $5.- records, while United
The great popular reception to the
States steel
Detroit capitalists are said to be
Tuesday at Fulton. saying she Was go :he mussel whale It is alive. Not one 000 a season."
common touched the highest price behind a plan to build an electric Nebraskan will be held at Matthaei+
log to Paducah to work and would ef the old rivermen could remember a
reached in four
years. Numerous line from Scottsville to Bowling Square Garden on Thursday evening
Mu Admission:
teriencle-"Flet
board in a private family of a minister tingle instance when a pearl was found
I other stoc.ks gas at top prices for the Green, and steps have been taken to under the auspices of the Cainatercial
by the name of Hall. Dr. R T. Hal: ei the river or in any place except ia suppose you wie admit that a ere year.
Travelers' Anti-Trust League. klefor
secure right of WA)
Is a minister. It was declared at hit the shell of the live nsussel.--Owens- man has some advantage over a poor
The Hon. James S. Sherman,ohairMrs. James R. 3deCreary, who was Tele L. Jeshesen, of Cleveland, will
yer. man of the Republican congressional taken ill on Friday. was better and preside at the reception and reprehome this morntng that the family eoro Inquirer.
man." The Millionaire--"Ole
does not know any it eh young womHe ought to realize more quiciey that celnissign cemmittee. says that Mr. Senator MeCreary expects to fill his sentative Democrats from all sections
an. and that no one boards at their ILLINOIS CI4NTRAL
money is not the same thing as hap- Roosevelt did not tell Speaker Can- speaking appointments for the com- of the United States will be wettest
R. H. Exernpiness."—Brooklyn Life.
Mr. Bryan is expected to make a two
home.
non Marin- the latter'. recent visit ing week.
gION BULLETIN.
to teener Bay that "Uncle Joe"
Cato Sells, John Temple Graves, hours' speech and to address one or
Chattanooga.:?enn— Regimental
r1101P of Nursing.
BIngs—"Have you seen that mem- would be the next president. Mr. Robert L. Tylor. and H. H. Hitch- More open air meetings in Madisen
Reunion Anniversary Battle of Chic"That excuse is a cynical and he:P- kamauga: 'Dates of sale Sept. 17, IR tin lightning-change artist at the vaud- Sherman -says that the dollar sub- cock, are announced as the speakers Square omposed o‘ those arbo are
scriptions for campaign purposes are for the Bryan reception In Chicago. enable to gain admittance to the gardleas one," said genitor La Fneett. and 19, 1906, limit Sept. 30, 1906 eville theater?"
William Carroway. a workman In en. The reception will be but the
"It doesn't speak at all well fee tht By depositing ticket and paying fee
Is she wonderful?" not coming in fast enough.
Bang-s--eNo
Twenty-eight persons were killed the Luzerne mine. neer Greenville. beginning of a long series of similar
giaga—"I ebooki as) se. She eata
Ware."
of 30 cents tickets can be extended
by coming in affairs which will end with a big pubHe was ditensteng a certain erepor to Oct. 31, 1911117 Round trip rate on her bonnet in less than nee min- and tweety-four we:matted as the re- was instantly killed
lic meetine when Brian machos he
sult of an attempt
to assassinate contact with a live wire.
aeon's apology for dodging the law. $9.25.
sees "—Cincinatati Tribune.
Premier Stolypin while he was holdin home in !Awaits. Neb.
In the local option election
-0 cynical excuse," he went cn
Colorado Springs, Colo— Pike's
Friday Mr. Bryan will leave for
ing a public reception at his country Washington county the "drys" won
"and one that recalls to my mind a Peak Centenial Celebration. Dates of
One realson why colonization by
deliver an
young and pretty nurse who surprised tale Sept. 19. 20 and 21, 1906, limit Latin races has been so secreasful is home. His 15-year-old daughter Is a decided victory, having a majority New Haven where he will
address In the open air. From New
among the dead. Two of tbe four of about 800 votes.
la; her friends by marrying a rich Oct. 15 1906. Round
trip rate that they intermarry with the naconspleatons were blown to atoms. It
Public Printer StIllinga has re- Haven -Mr. Bryan will go to Bridge$26.30.
man of 75 years.
tive.
is thought that the bomb was acci- sponded to the president's phonetic port, and on the following day to Jermarry
Guthrie, Ky—Da-rit Tobacco Grow "'Why on earth did you
dentally dropped else more persons spelling order In a letter of hearty sey City. On Saturday night be gill
that Reset' a Nem, esket the nurse. tire' Association. Dates of tale Sept.
WORKS WONDERS,
be the guest of newspapergsga isWar
would have been killed The premier indorvement.
"'Well.' she reeled. 'I thought I 22, 1906, limit Sept. 24, 1906, RounG
York.
was sligttly wounded -and, is commight as well be engaged In naming trip rate $4.95.
Compound— Osseo
A Wonderful
pletely
colored
prostrated
the
wear
affair.
those
do
hser
you
"Why
The annual address+ to dm AMMO*
Lexington. Ky.— Colored A. & M.
one old man as a delete."
Piles, Eczema, Skin Itching,
A coniervativo estimate places the glasses, my man? Can you see bet- St. Pan I T hn rsrl ay. The seialpaFair, Dates of sale Sept. 11 to 15, _
Skin Eruptions. (Nits and
properly loss at Valparaiso as a re- ter, with them?" askeeetee lady at open Wednesday with tbe_liddeolls
1906, limit Sept. 17, 1906. Round
Ad feels.
Bruise'.
sult ae the elithquake and fires at the back door, of the tremp. "No, the president, fleerge R. Peek, alitl
Twenteseve years ago Berlin had trip rate $9.:16.
$200,000.6110. The loss in the rural ma'am," replied the letterset; "I close Friday.
Louisville. Ky.— State Convention
193 telephones. Today It has 35,000.
Doan's Ointment is the hest skin districts will be immense, as not onran see better without 'em. But I'm
The Internet/oast League of Prem.
Hamburg urea $7.500 worth of Christian Church in Kentucky. Dates treatment. and the cheapest, becauss
ly the residences of the landed pro- always lookin' for wore. mien. and clubs' annual coeveation beilsw.Wedblue berries everyyear for changing of sale Sept. 23 to 27, Inclusive,
so little Is required to cure. it cures prietoes, but the huts of the laborers If there's
a chance of seem' any I nseday at Denver
white wine into red wine.
1906, limit Sept. 29, 1906. Round piles`after years
of torture. It cures have been completely destroyed'.
put on the glassea."— Yonkers
The tea gardens of Northern in- fret rate $6.95.
An urgent meeting of the Canadian
mires
eczema.
It
cases
obstinate
of
Da C. T. O. Scott, of New York, Statesman.
cite extend over 4)0.000 acres, aril
Louisville, Ky.—Cheap Excursion. all skin Itching. It cures skin ertipcabinet has been railed for this week
of
pounds
150,000,000
they .produce
the simplified spelling
Leaves Padueith 12:50 p. m., August Home It heals cats, bruises, +wretch- secretary of
at Ottawa. Questions between Cantea per annum at a tooth of about
Him— They say that kissing a edit Vol the Pelted States are believed
28, returning leaves laontsvIlle 4 p. es and abrasions without leaving a board. Is elated over the president's
$100 an acre.
spelling"
be
"reform
that
the
order
man without a mustache is like eat- to have occasioned the meeting and
m., August let:- Mica trip rate sear. It cures permanently. Paducah
The menace of the country just
used In °Metal documents issuing ing an egg without salt. Do you be$2.00.
the recent visit of Sir Mortimer Dotestimony
proves
it.
"breakfast
foot:
be
the
seems
to
now
from the White House. He believes lieve It!" Her-- "Really, I don't
Memphis, Tenn.-- Netionle Baprmice British ambassador to the
Mrs. Annie Richardson. living at that it Is the greatest step yet made
habit."
know. You see, I never —" Him— United States, and to Earl Orey, govtist (Colored) Convention. Detest of 320 South Third street, says: "I
simplifying the spelling of Fog- "Be careful, now, Don't tell a fib."
sale Sept. 9 to 12, leclustve, 1906. heve been troubled with eczema for in
ernor general of Canada, is referred
The Texas Wonder.
Her—el never ate an egg without to as having brolaght allow the decislimit Sept. 20, 1906. Round trip a year or more. At eines It was very
rheuCeres all kidney, bladder ant
Francis S. Peabody, of Chicago, salt." - Chicago News.
rate $8.25.
ion to take immediate artisan.
sore and Itches badly. I tried a great
matic troubles; sold by J. H. OehlNew York, N. Y.—Rome-Comtng many ointments and salves of vari- has sent a check for $40 000 to the
The Anneal rtfie shooting contests at
schlaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E. W. William
Milwankee-avenee
Jennings Bryan. Dates of ous kinds. I thought some of them receiver of the
Cold Water: Matelle--"Did he real- Sea ()frt. N. Y., will begin on August
Hall. oMce 2926 Olive street, et sale Aug. III sad
29, 1906, limit to were going to make a permanent State bank to cover every claim held ly say I sing like a lerk?" Mahelle— 27 and last to Septeffsber G. The tourLouis. Mo.
leave New York Sept. 4. Round trtp cure hut in a short time It would against him at the hank, whether in "More than that—he Raid yrs; sang nament is expected to be the largest
the form of genuine or forged parate $26.75.
like a ;ark and a nightentsale pat to- ever held in the 'Milted States.
break out as bad as ever. When I
be
"How *hall tan and freckles
Los Angeles, Cal— National Bap- saw Doan's Ointment advertised I pers.
William's grandson, the
'emperor
gether." "0. how sweet of him!"
paper. tist Convention. Dates of sale Sept.
treated!" astute a New York
Vice President Charles W. Fair- Mabelle--"I think he meant that you first son of Crown Princess and 'Fredmade up my mind to [give It a trial.
Can't as to New York, but out fhis 3 to 14, 1906, limit Oct. 31, 1906.
I obtained a box at Nye, & List's banks and Booker T. Washington kept P up day and night " -Cleveland erick William of Hottensolkee. born
way lee cream Seth sPPRIS to hit the Round trip rate $60.50.
at Poacher enly 4. will he baptized
drug store and began its vise. It prov- yesterday addressed the Ohio State Leader.
right spot with them.--Kaneas City
Louisville. Ky— Annual State ed itself to do all that is claimed for Colored Intlestrial and Educational
King Edward and the
August 29.
Fair. Dates of sale Sept. 15,to 22, In- tt. It made a complete cure and up exposition at -Drove City, a suburb of
Journal.
Prof.- etchnicket emperors of Austria and Russia will
91).—"Why did
clusive, 1906, Round trip rate $6.95. to the present time I have not notic- Columbea.
0
stop playing at Mrs. Lard's musicale?" be God fathers. The aAerican colony
For further partieulers apply to ed any signs of its return."
Christian Langer, a Danish lifeH.—"He said he had to bemuse at Berthl wel prekeet the child with a
In an excess of religious seal Mrs.
bostman,ewho has just died at Har- .1. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Padecab.
For sale hr all dealers. Price '50 Josephine Burton Yonne. of San the conversation was not pitched in silver cup emblasoeeri with the AmerKr.
cents Foster-Milbien Co., Buffalo. Bernardino. Oal.. set
bors, Jutland, at the age of 81. steed
herself on the same kes as the muse "-Har- Iran flag and twee
over 500 persons from drownifig tee-- R. 91 PRATHER, T. A., Union De- New VOTV sole agents for the United ere, hoping by the marterdom of per's Weekly
pot
When an office bev's relatives beStates.
flames to reach the heavenly throne
tag Om lam torty-eiglit years.
Remember the 'seine-- Doan's
The rapotaitors of the defunct EnA pound of learning neesla ten of gin to die, It is a sign that the baseeubscres• Foe The &ea.
ball stetson is meeting areutse.
thibucrthe For, ?be *Ma
terprise National bank
of Aleghe- setegg
and take so other.
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Immigration Movement Meets
With Co-operation.

NilakyOrli of Nevensi Cities l'rombie to
Aiesie in Making ('eneoention A
Suecetta.
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INTERVIEWS ON THE SUBJECT.

between the ages of 5 and
12 years are entitled to ride for half
fare and can procure half fare tickets
at the office of the company, 406
Broadway, between the hours of 8 a.
m.and 5:30 p. m. on week days. Children who are not supplied with half
fare tickets are entitled to receive
one ticket from the conductor on
payment of the regular 5 cent fare,
this ticket to be good for one ride on
the cars of the company. ::
Children

The immigration movement inaugurated by the Commercial club meets
the approval cif practically every One
In this secjion of the state.
Hon. D. A. Yeiser. mayor of Paducah, says, "I think it a most excellent
MONDAY, AUGUST 27.
scheme. it Is what we need, and ..ou
can count on me doing anything I posCIRCULATION STATRMENT.
sibly can to assist in the movemeat.Mayor H. ilibling, of Wickliffe.
July 2....3957
July 17....3966
Ky., says, "1 ato in hearty accord with
July 3....395I
July 18,..3954
your immigration plan. Wickliffe wil'
July 4....3952
July 19...,3955
send a strong delegation and will coJuly 5—.3951
July 20....3958
operate with you in ever. way."
July 6—.4019
July 21....3911
Hon. B. A. Hughes, mayor of MurswillWINNEINIffie
▪ You should ta• more economical, my dear, and save something tor • rainy ray, heartily endorses
July 7....3935
July 23....3944
the movement
July. 9....3936
July 24....3940 fey!'
sad will attend the convention, and
▪ What's the .ets? I can't eo shopping and spend it on a rain/ day."
July 10....3923
July 25....3987
will also appoint a large number of
July 11....3969
July 26....4017
delegates and expects a good repredenounc
ed Chairman Sullivan as un- states will attend the Bryan
July I2....3999
July 27....8385
recep- sentation from Murray.
fit for the position, morally. Sullivan I tion. While waiting
for the ship to
July 13....3964
July 28....3961
With this epic we call your atRdItor Beale. of the Hickman Courwas chosen again by a flattering ma- come In they can
all join the gover- ier, endorses the movement and prom July 14—.3968
July 30....3987
.tantion to Lust•rine Seep,
jority, and William Jennings Bryan nor of North Carolina
and the gover- lees editorial assistance, and also t)
Jul(31....3942
July 16—.3957
You have fouud its quality—it
(°out in ued F'rom Pa.ge One.)
was subjected -to the humiliation of nor of South Carolina
.
cleans. I Ur factory is in the helot
attend the convention.
being indorsed by Suiltvan's friends.
of the city and is as tragrast as 11
107,437
Total
Mr. M. 0. Wear editor of the Cal- in bills and a- Slut gold piece before
It was embarrassing for Mean, but THE HUSTINGS.AND
THE FORUM loway Times, promises to attend the "he
tilwer
•trerage July, 1906
garden. No other soap
4132 It
was found unconscious in the
is more than embarrassing for the
The
Republican
congressional meeting and assist editorially.
lac ory in the United States cau
steerage July, 1905 ..........3710
field. We are exerting ourselves to
Deutoeracy of Illinois if what Bryan campaign will
be carried on in the
bout Of this, What does it mean'
-- said about Sullivan
Editor J. R. Lemon. of the Mayfield the utmost to apprehend the susis true, for he courts as well as on the stump.
Simely this, Purity. Li? erine
'Messenger, gam "I will gladly at- pects, but today my bands a.re tied.
Increase
422 has enhance
d Sullivan's power an There Is where the Republic
Soap is made of the first quality
ans have tend your meeting, and will help you Detectiv Baker
e
is in St. 1.0nis and
hundred fold. Now we hear of a the advantage
over their opponents. in my
of coconut oil. No slaughter
Personally appeared before me, Tammany
helpfact
In
It
will
be
have
I
one
no
to send out. The boys
organization of the Cook Next month the federal
boost refuse cr putrid fats arc
courts will ing all of this end of the state. for I know by
this August 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, county Democracy with
this time that we have
Sullivan in reopen after the summer vacation
used in making Lusterine Soap
,
beleve ae yon do. that a great deal of Identified theta and are making for
general manager of The Sun, who af- charge of the pnrse,
and all because and "trust busting" will begin
The grit you notice is antiseptic
on a good can be dose for this section of other parts...
!Irma that the above statement of the the big man of Illinois
triumphed in grand scale. Ire several judicial
and i._vigorating to the skin. it
MS- the country along the lines You sugcirculation of The litigator Om aseeitis a ccsateet of world interest.
Rees Herr Hat Short Thee.
The Di- Wets eases which are on the dockets
is a pure leffactic silicate an is
gest.
of July, 1906, Is true to the best of •Id-Oolish incident of the
Claude
Bass
had
been
berg
hut a
Bible i. will be brought up-for trial. in other
found nowhere else except in our
Mr. Charles N. Walker editor ot short time, coming to visit his uncle
h.s knowledge and belief.
fine, because Dosed killed Gollah, districts
evidence which has been ob- the Critic Publishing company, Coown
mine. It will not hurt the
PETER PURTEAR, Notary Public.
on Broad street. He had not even
but we tremble to think what would tained
skin. Every citiz n of Peocsb
against trusts will be submit- lumbus,
Ky , heartily endorsee the had time to get a check cashed. and
My commission expires January have happened to Israel had Deihl
can USA this soap for the purposes
ted to grand juries. The inquisitive
movsment, and thinks that it will be this la what he had done when he
• f )1' which it is recommended.
22, 1908.
mewed Goliah.
and untiring investigators of the deThey
can do so with pride as to
of great benefit of southwestern Ken- entered the Cohen store. Chief Colpartment of justice are all the time
quil,t
and with faith as to its
Daily Tietught.
city'
lins
trying
Is
to find whci cashed the
parity. Ask for it at our de .1 rs.
It appears that the Nettle of getting fresh materlarttrikeep grand
"The things that seem so easily
Mr. C. 0. Jennings. editor of toe cheek, and would appreciate this in-'
Insist that they give yon the j
Frank Bail, the Bell county outlaw. juries butte during the winter months
.
ag
done had much preparatory
Murray Ledger, heartily endorsee the formation.
ducah Soap.
work are
Indignant over his capture, stigA
grand
anti-trus
t campaign, with Idea of promoting immigration to
Put upon them."
Clarence Carey, of Mound City,
matizing She action of the sheriff the attorney' general of the
United southwestern Kentucky, and think* it
came to Paducah Saturday to
and his posse- as a violation of the States in active cornettist&
Is
about
NO MORE PASSES.
is 0. great importance. He will do all prove that he was not dead--Dot-the
comity of states. e-maplicated with to 'begin. The ittanda,rd
ratIrporsted
Oil eempani be can to sexist in the movement.
Tomorrow the Hepburn railroad
boy found with his head beaten in
the cold-blooded assassination of one and other odious combine
s are to be
rate b1:1 goes Into effect and the travThe elito:s at 24 newspapers pub- at Sixth and Terrell streets Wednesof Ball's intimates, who gave up his brought to the bar
of ilta4 l4.e. While" lished in the eight counties embraced day morning.
eling and Shipping public as well as
He wanted to set all
life defending the hunted man from the campaign is going On
Democratic in Jeckson's Purchase endorse the at ease
the railroads, will feel its effect
Of
as to his whereabouts, and
invading justice. Their complaint is orators may repeat 'from a
thbusalid itthvement ad vele co-operate with the disliked the notoriety
meat Immediate importance, perhaps.
he got through
founded on the fact that Bail was stumps the 'assertion of
the Illinois COIIIMAhelal club In ever, Way possi- the
is the pruning of the free ws !let.
error In identification.
hiding in Virginia and a Kentucky Democratic platforM
that the admin. Die to make the meeting in October a
which eat" place on the first dee.
sheriff craned the line and arrested. istration "has proceede
d In a half- substantial success.
After tomorrow only employes and
GIRI. WIFE ARRESTED.
Ball raid be was taken off his guard, hearted way to prosecut
their families and certain others, exe a few
--and rather resented the fact that the trusts," but they will
rented for charitable and religious
capture no WIFE Arrteas F kilt 8.%THER. One of n Gang of Expert Forgoes
tn
sheriff disregarded the rules of the votes for party nominee
s. The voter
• prirpenses, will ride en Passes. This
Ntetropollia.
game and left Kentucky soil. Ac- who is particularly
anxious to see T,ette
provision Is enforceable only after
Suit Nearly Off..itival on
cording to the view of Ball and his the trusts beaten to
their knees will
January I, but the railroads, Inter
errietried Mortice-one leech.
New York, Aug. 27.---Charged with
friends he is not legally arrested anti inevitably he greatly
pretIng the law strictly have decided
influebeed b'Passing a check for $254) bearing the
the sheriff and his men had no right the succeentfirl prosecut
len of some
that they will re•oka.the passes now,
Muskegon. Mich.. Aug. 27.—Before forged signature of George M. Cohan,
to bring him hack to Kentucky and trusts and by the
nd thus some of the work or potte,„ei
persistent war the astonished eyes of a thousand
an actor, on the Knickerbocker True
Put him In jail. But he Is in jail ang which is being waged
against others. ptesons on the beach at lake Michi- company Mrs. Katherin
,formera will be arromplished with.
e Brown. alias
that, perhaps, is satisfaction enough The eteectuaness
and the acute dis- gan amusement park today an angry
it further ado
Katherine IfKlarthy, 19 years old,
for the sheriff, without troubling comfort manifested
by
the
chiefs
Vele things have been said about
of young wife almost tore the bathing was arrested this afternoon in the
h• railroad Pass. Unfort'ussislY we himself over the logic of the situa- the great trusts convince an observ- suit off the fair form of a eupposed Tombs prison as she stood
tion and constitutional law.
talking
ant
man that the anti-trust cam- rival,
have only too good reasons to believe
se`..!e the husband and admirer to her husband, Thomas McCarthy.
paign is not a half-hearted one.
that much of Its Iniquity cnarged ta
stood helplessly by, also dressed for through the iron gritting of his eel:.
Some unfavorable comment is bePolitical exigencies force the DemIts baleful influence Is not altogether
the water. The names of the priacl- With Thomas J. Sehadd, McCarthy
Will help pay for your new ones.
fancy. Recent disclosures of the con- !ng made about the action of the ocrats to complain in platforms and pils in the. affair rood not be learned, was
taken into custody early in the
Bring them with you and we
nection of traesportation lines with general council in authorizing the speeches that too little is being done but it is thought they were Greed wi-ek on
a charge of having defrauded
will allow you full value for the
Industrial monopolies have proven appointment of an Martal dog catch- to bring the trusts to account. The Rapids resorters. The trouble came the Union Trust
company of $1.900
old gold.
er, the ineleatIon being given that average man will not be stirred up
th• existence of commercial
she t by the husband setting himself through bogus checks, and the police
ennePirsrips. and political corruption emanat- the new officer will impose an addi- to MII:iny by that complaint, for he up as a ewiniming instructor before
declare the two men are the principilt,
tional
sees
burden of expense on the city.
that much is being done --that the eyes of his
ing from these clove corporations.
EYES EXAMINED FREE
!mouse On the beach. in one of the cleverest bands.
of exThis dog catcher is to receive 25 a new culprit is being haled np
•Tbss mission Of the pen has not
for A swish and a soand whack Or MO Of pert penmen that operated
been
In
Nee,
actively to promote these combine - cents per head for all dogs capturece judgment almost daily. The papers an umbrella On the hack of the
Wier York City in years. Since their etre
As the city gets $2 for every deg, he reeds are full of trust Indicteons, bet rather to still t%ii voles
resulted, whereupon a lively tussle titre the pollee have hunted for Mcof
reform and pay the executive hand. that possesses an owner, and gets ments and trials. He cannot help ensued. 'Exhaustion on the part of Carthy's girl wife,
and when she called
rid
of
every
concludi
Opticel Headquarters of NOM
dog
ng
that is not so fortuthat quite as much is be- the combata
It bait become the common practice
nts closed the battle and at the prison to gee her husband a leto
furnish free transportation to Deistic nate. It is difficult to see where the ing done as there would be if De- be principals all vanished.
609 Broadway
reotive sergeant hu-ried to the Tombs
expense comes In. The only criticism mocracy were in the saddle.
officials. te extend courtesies
— Chifrom police headnuarters and arrested
to Per- due the hoards,
cago
Is that they were
Tribune.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT
sons and Institutions of Influence
RES<TED M(YTHER-IN-LAW.
her on a warrant.
and
authority. rndotibtedly in many in- slow in stirring up the pollee deFAKE TELKOR.A M.
stances persons thus , sing the rail- partment to this duty. The dog.
Yelling Swiss MVP' Her fly Curious
Paid Ridi lint Slighted Poor.
should hi' ie been driven off- the
road pass have been uninstly
Mistake.
San Francisco, Cal., Aligtett 27.accused streets or
paid for before the hot Rent By Girl to
--rtf
o ward the railroads. but
Teed Lore of Twq,
1. Guile and William Frank, insurseason, when rabies are most comif Is equally unquestionable
swecthearts. Geneva, Aug. 57.—A boat being' ance agents, have resigned the
that hu- mon.
Pacame.
The crusade should be
man nature at it. hest is
-owed by* a stalwart fltherwoulan cific management of the Fire
ruseeptible pushed so
assothat every dow owner will
to favors. The issuance of free
New !fork, Aug.
trans- be on record
dete-mine lamed Vogel across the lake from Yin- ciation of Philadelphia _and_ -Pleilain time for the taxes in
portation has become so widely
which of her two suitor's
ex.- January.
would gel to Bienne capsized the other da-. delpleia--teneteeserleersellee agents astended L'he,t-4t te
floarrT. Miss
eating Into
filoodyear, of 138 k young man swam out to the worh- sert the companies pault their rich
"—The profits of transportation
Wrest Forty-ninth street, resorted
lines to
to a on's assistance and brought her aehorr patrons hut scaled down the poor
What indirect benefits, unpremedia noticeable degree.
unietre love Nee In telestraphieg one of eatl drowned, but on identifying her from 20 to GO per cent.
tated and impossible to foresee. reThe fact that the rallread
the young men in Kansas City that
compan- /nit from
she le dropped her on the ground and
reform measures introduced
ies have decided to begin
—F. L. Seote chairman of the comhad been mysteriously
walked away. When the man was inconforming for a purpose.
shot.
Joie
wholly foreign to the
to the palm clause without
Stewart, the western sweetheart, in 'armed later by the doctor that he had mittee on arrangements for'the immiwaiting un- emergence. The
anti-pass realise of
til January I, shows how the
stead of worrying to the point of set sndangered the woman's life by his gration convention, has resigned oh
railroads the new railroad
rate bill Cotes out the Wig
regard the free Pans.
out from his place of employment 'heartless action. he replied: "Sir, she account of the pressure of other busiThe law Prom - free pass anti
railroads threaten to
isee to work to the
41 my mother-in-law. For. the last ness and Hon. D. H. Hughes has been
in the west to resell the young
advantage of all apply the law to
womstate as well as In- an's
parties. The railroads will
side, caused the police of New year she has made my house a misery. appointed to succeed lien
make terstate commerce Supposin
g ae the York and
more money withors hauling so
Kansas City a bury forty- If I had known sooner I would havs
mans senators and represent
atives of west- eight hours'
PerOP.P. SUMP officials Will be
searrh for the v:ctim o' 'limbed a tree 'and. looked on.
re- ern Kentucky PhollA
adopt
the
praclieved of the stemicion of
the supposed tragedy.
If you place Toni'order with
Vs-jyh Miss
favoring tice of "Walking Mum"
Wilson. what Goodyear was
raeroads for the sake of a peas,
located she explained
in Tee:casette
us you will b • able to cackle
and an Impeens would be given
the remainder of the
the good to the police that"...the
New York, Aug. 27.—The lives Of
traveling public roads movemen
was gimp.y jokwith satisfaction, ton, when
t.
w::: pit) full fare more
ing.
orly tenants of a big apartment house
<bee:entity.
cold wee her comes
We
"My western sweetheart was tor n Carroll street, Brooklyn, were
enThe school hoard has been (elect
can
send you nice bundled
Politicians usually have
Slow,"
said
iangered
MIKA
,
and
Goodyea
todayr
Christia
trouble in special seatiion for tomorro
no, an
iron
w night was In the diffieult
enough brought to their doors
ON AND
kindling tight along with
position of trying feeler. was seriously h .rt by an elwith- again. The public schools of
out going forth in
this
city
OFF LIKE
to
decide betweena suitor far away llosion today, believed
search of it. but are due to
your coal. Order now.
have
to
bee'
open se two weeks, and and
A COAT
William Jennings Aryan in
another right here in the city.
'aimed by e)namIte. The sect ion
his ef- not all the teacher,'
have yet been wired this
forts to purify Illinois polities,
TELL. TOIL STONY Or TWA
message: 'Come at once: where the explosion occurred 1st notoa
Both Phones 203
long elected, the text hookieli
eve not been Delia has been
before he was personally
mysterlol:ely shot.' In- 'ou, for feuds and black hang outinterested. 'selected and a dozen
matters
of
Im- 'stead of taking the
in the make-up of the Illinois
first train from ages, and today's exp:ollion may be
organi- portance are unattended to. The
feet Kan'eae City, Mr.
sation by reason of his
rated to these
Stewart communi- '
causes. Several per
candidacy that there Is a &edifice over one
po- cated with the police
for the preeldency, and
department, of ens in the holm told the police the,'
evidently sition is no PXCID(' for
neglecti
ng all that city and they
long before the Illinoisans
COAT SHIRTS
recently received threetenifig
set the Wel author'
thought the other (Intl's.; of the
letMaar .1 •14-eted *wt.. or
hoard. There flies at work On
he had any business Interfer
the mystery. When tern.
color far fabric: 1 he fo
ing with should he a quorum
Tuesday' night I found what he
ol rock. gamest i• a.wrthe local situation, attempte
did I decided to mard to (tes- and some business
irri as C wade re order.
transacted,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
tate, at least, who they should
ry the other man "
111.50 and snore
not
Wert dose wanes roe test boost.
put In charge of 'he erganizaeoe
Onett,Peabefli& Co.
Nee seer velledeltablias eight. Sold an Um
Governors of all the southern
unitIvo Garr.
Don't waste Our present by letting,
gmbeedave Vie
.ssest• bettir else everiwillet hies 55sta
anyone tell Yell kilk111.1111111.1111111111
11111911ffilease

The Paducah COPt Traction Company

INQUEST IS HELD
IN MURDER CASE

Civic Pride and
Cleanliness

LUSTERINE SOAP CO.

Your Old Gold Frames

Steinfeld Optical Co.

LAY IN YOUR COAL

Johnston.Denker
Coal Co.
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New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall

People and
Pleasant Events

EVENTN

SUN

PAGE IPML

MANY MINISTERS
RETURN THIS WEEK

pretty early fall clothes for you. See them.

317
.Broadway

317
Broadway

LOC.,elL LINES.

while In a salon at Third and Norton
streets and the four were in
the
place when he was. He doee not epee
city which got the ring.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fraternity building.
--Lee Melton, a well-known Illinois Central machinist, was overcome by heat Saturday afternoon at
the shops and taken to the hospital.
He was all right by Sunday night
and able to return home.
-Our customers are our best advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
--Dr. Horace Rivers will tonight
deliver the first of his series of lectures on Gynecology
before
the
Academy of Medicine.
-Old Reliable
Carterville, Ill.,
washed nut, and egg coal is
the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
--- A message was received today
from Mrs. W. J. Hills, who is visiting relatives at Lapeer, Mich., announcing the death this morning of
Mr. E. W. Gilbert, an uncle.
-Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents ror Carterville,
fn., washed coal. Phone 339.

--For Or, Pendley ring 416.
- -C. L. Brunson & Co. have'moved their Hower store to 529 Broadway.
--Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
--W. M. Smith, a machinist at the
Lietois Centre!, residing on Huntington Row, stuck the rod of a bicycle
pimp through his right hand Seturday evening. The injury Is a serioss
one.. and ropplications may set in.
The at-cadent was carved by the rod
breaking through the wooden handle
while the machinist p.'shed hard to
innate the tire.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.
-Some one Mole the e'ertric burs
fan from the front room of the stilt of
oMtes occupied lry Dr. Horace T.
Rlver•-over the Wa,rers jewe:re store
on Broadway, Saturday afternoon.
-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en- -Street car No. 96, Motorman Ed
graved or printed calling cards an! Russell, struck
a buggy belonging CO
Invitations of any sort, and is mak• Mr. Charles
Smedley. at Fourth
Ins special prices now.
street and Kentucky avenue •
1
-Detective Will Baker was sent to o'clock this afternoon,
and brcfke one
St. bows' yeiterda) to bring back Gus of the rear wheels. The
horse back. Armstrong, colored, who cut another ed into the
car.
Anegro. He -was located aud arrested
-Dr. V. biytne, physician. Phones
In St. Lou.s and agrees to return with- 251-272.
()Mc* Fraternity building.
o- t
requisition
papers.
Detective
-Ike Garrett was arrested by PaBaker is expected bath with the Pei"
- trolmen Terrell and Alexander for
Otter tomorrow.
disorderly, conduct at noon. He Is
-'We guarantee to please you
charged Vrith going home at Fourth
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
and Husband. streets and threatenPhone 339eSradiey Bros
ing his life.
-Pitt!olman Aaron Hurley bee
---Our transfer service I. second to
been off slut.) for 'two weeks the rester of an accident while boarding a none Carriages as good and In many
wee better--prices lower, for like
street car. He struck his leg against
the ear step and it wall bruised. He serve-P, than in any city In America.
kopt at work a day or two and the If you have traveled any you know
limb swelled So twice Its normal else. those are facts. Give us your order
He ha* beers unable to work since and for carriage and baggage wagon. PalIs walking &beet on crutches. This mer Transfer Co.
morning he sisited the city hall. He
Mr. Red Qnarles Is IL of malarial
will be unable to resume work for
•
fever.
some time
-1Adies, get one of those Phoe`ot
Pan Purses at R. D. Cletnents & company. the latest In purses and a great
convenience to_the wearer.
-The body of Nellie Lee Smith,
colored. of 994 Burnett street, who
died last week of consumption, was WheatOlsen
Close
buried yesterday at Oak Grove cemeSept
71%
tery after an inquest was he'.d by CorDec.
74 %
74%
oner Esker. The girl died without a COrTIM-•-•doHor. The inquest was Deld yesterSept
48%
48%
day Moraine.
Det.
43%
44
-City subscribers to the
Daily Oats-Sun who wish the delivery of their
Sept
29"
29%
4
papers stopped must notify our col.40%
Dec.
30%
lietors or make their requests direct Porkto The Sun office.•No attention will
13.67 13.62
Jan.
be pa:d.to such orders when given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
9.13
9.00
.Oct.
--Tom Murphy and Tom Jackson.
9.315
9.16
Dec.
colored, and Ed Sears end Charlet' .Jan.
9.441
9.25
King, white, were errested today Starkecharged with petty
larceny." Pat
1.75
I. C.
1.76
Moore alleges that one of the tout
1.49%
1.91%
I. &N.
- stole a ring7frenr-htnr7-Tre--artasserIt
1 i 344%
1.87%
U. P.
lidg.
1.38%
1.41%
1.54%
1.98%
St P.
97)4
Mo. P.
98
1.41%
Penna.
12
014
1,4
,. _11:4
Cop,
1.61
Smel.
Lead.
S4}%
79
57%
59
C.F.I.
IT. S. P.
1.07%
1.07%
46,1/
4
47%
U. S.

TODAY'S MARKETS
7e%

Trusted
Seventy
Thousand
Times...

.o

VER seventy thousand
prescriptions have been
entrusted to the care of our
prescrip'ion depart anent. We
are vrrs much gratified by
this enormous patronage of
the most important branch of
our business and we wish to
assure the people of Paducah
that we are redoubling our
ants to give them the best
possible service.

R. W.WALKER CO.
lee re rotted
0CHSTS
OW.)
I RIR IN WM.,.

len PAM 175

Night Bell at Side Door.

Local Markets.
Dressed Chickena-20c to 35e.
Eggs-20 to lee doz.
Butter-20c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per Du. 70e.
Sweet Potatoes-Per hu. $1.00.
Country Hams- I5e. lb.
Green Sausage-7e lb.
Saueage-12%c. M.
Country Lard-11c M.
l'Attuce--5e bunch
Tomatoes--10c gallon.
Peaches-0c basket.
Beans-10c. gallon.
Roasting Kars-14)c dozen.
Cantaloupes---30c doz.
Butterbeans--10e. quart.
Celery -40c dozen.
PADUCAH GRAIN MIRKET.
Wheat, 65c bu.
Corn, 63, hu.
Hay, No, 1, $17; No. 2, $16
New crop, No. 1, $14, No. 2, $11.

KOLE ILE

Parties scatting Iii accounts of social Harriet
•rits will please alga
them, as•The Sun eel not patents
eommitalleatkeer sent lo that are not

Will Fill

Their I Niti

Pulpits

Next Sunday.

Kookin' Stoves is Fine for

,sisased.

have come in and they are pretty, too. Are
you going away? If you are we have some
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Pretty Birthday Party.
Master Lawrence Burnham entertained his young friends Saturday
evening with a lawn party at his home
610 South Fifth street, In honor of
his sixtit'birthday, Games and mush
were enjoyable features of the evening. after which delicious refreshments were served
The guests were
Misses Dorothy McMahon, Nell Craig.
Vivian Steger, Virginian Curd, Ruth
Johnson, Irene Grief, N)dia and Masters -Frank Kolb, Burnbem Wayland,
Worten Rodfue. Joe McMahon, Warren
and Walter Davis.
Walt men Bichen.
Mr. J. F. R.chon, 32 rears old. eon
of Mr. .5. M. Melton. who resides on
the Cairo road a few miles from the
city, and Miss Ruble Walters, daughter of Mr. Lee Walters, of near Ma
on Mill, were married at the Broadwae
Methodist church parsonage this morn
log at 8 o'clock by the Rev. T. J.
Newell. They ;eft on the
morning
train for St. Louis, Denver and Co:outdo Springs for a few weeks' visit
They will reside at a new borne Ms
Beton has erested on the Cairo road.
Family Reunion.
A family reunion of the Snyder
families of the city and county was
held at the residence of Mrs. Katherine Snyder, of the county Sunday.
It was an enjoyable occasion. Among
those present were: Mr. LoulePetter
and family, Mr. James Conrey and
family, Mr. Phil Obbereoueer anti
family, Mr. J. H. Snyder and family,
Mr. Bernard Snyder and family, Mr.
William Snyder and family,
Mr.
Henry Schaffer and family and Mr.
Charles Smith and family.
PHvate Dance.
A - private dance will be given at
the Wallace park pavilion tomorrow
evening by some young men or the
city. A pleasant time is expectesl.
Among those registered at the Painter today are: C. L. Moses, Louisville: F. M. Curtis, Nashetl.la, Teats.
W. D. Miller, Ripley. Tenn.: George
A. Meyer, St. Leafs: J. B. Pool, Omahe, Neb.. J. L. Hill, Louisville: E. R
KrIk, Atlanta, Ga.: G. A. Kellogg.
New York: T. B. McCartney Lexington. Ky.: C. J.
mtth. Nashville.
R. Ross. Chicago; P. D. Craig. Chieago: \V. G. Kirk, Paris, Tenn.; A.
T. Co:dwey, Louie:trills; J. P. WEI
rath. Murray Ky
Be:vedere: W. E. HatdwIn, ()tweenet!: J. T. Williams, Atlanta, Gs : J.
W. Groves. Washington, D. C.: J. S.
McCerkin, Louisville: Frank Moo's,
Nashville, Tenn.: A. A. Kirk, Cincinnati: A. C. Vach, St. Louis: F. J.
Bruckner, Lottisville; G. F. Hill Ciasinnati.
Miss Bessie Theobold, is visiting
the family of her uncle, H. Theolmed.
at Mayfield.
Mrs. J. A. McCoy has returned' to
Padurah after a visit to the family of
J. R. Slaughter at Mayfield. She was
occompanted bt
ate
Miss
Roan
Slaughter, who will visit Mrs. McCoy.
Mr Frank McManus retsrned today
from Benton, where he has been on
a visit to his wife.
Blind Joe Mongum is reported as
sericsitCy 1;1 at Mayfie'd,
Prof. William Deal left Saturday
for Pine Bluff, Ark., to take the position of leader of the orchestra in the
principal playhouse in that city, and
Mrs. Deal left today to join him.
Mr.- August Denker, Jr., has returned from
Chicago and
othei
northern points.
Sewers. Bridges and Charles Rutter.. of Fountain avenue, have returned home from a visit to Chicago
and Milwaukee.
Mrs. F. R. Bray, - of Jackson.
Tenn.. Is vielting her son-sn-law and
daughter,.-Mr. and Mss. George W.
Walters, 1920 Broadway.
Dr. Carl M. Sears is ill at hie
home in Tyler. He is threatened with
appendicitis.
Mrs, 0. T. Davis, of Clay street,
will return Thursday front a visit to
Salem, Ind. Dr. Frank Riester, her
brother, wIll accompany her. aril be
her guest for a few days.
Mr. I. P. ahe:isY, of St. Louis, rettuned home this morning after a
visit to the family of Dr. William
Graves. of North Seventh street
Miss Lucille Graves left this morning for St. Louis to attend the house
party to be given by Mrs. I. N. Shelby.
of that place.
.Mss. Charles Fisher has returned
from a visit to her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Kremer. of Louleville.
Mr. A. F. Roth returned last Web,
from St. Louis, where he has been on
a visit.
Miss Ed a 13ergdoll returned last
night from East St. Louis and Morphysboro.
Mr. Gardner Gilbert returned title
morning from Kuttawa.
Mr. G. H. Lock, foreman for the
!Wools Central at Central aty, was
In the city today on tntsineati.
Mr. W. A. Carter, tiltalt,Inspector

(ill11141 Aile114/111. e at (iterates, Veeterday Herning-intereteine
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Services will be held in several of
the churches next Sunday
by the
pastors for the first tune In several
weeks. This week several of the pastors will return.
The Rev. David C. Wright, rector
of the Grace Episcopal church, wilt
return the last of this week from
the north, where he has been upend
ing the summer, and will In all prob
ability fill hia pulpit next Sunday.

HART'S BLUE FLAME Coal Oil
Stoves are very complete. A level
glass is attazhed to each stove which
insures perfect working of every
burner. They are the most saving
of all stoves on account of their small
fuel expense. Don't fail to see these
goods. They won't heat up your home.

Pre'sching services will also be
at the
First PreAbyterlso
held
church sometime during
the next
month. It was intended to the services next Sunday, but at present
the pastor, the Rev. W. E. Cave, s
out of the city for his health.
Sometime during the week, the
Rev. Calvin Thompson pastor of the
First Baptist church, will
return
from Denver. Colo., where he went
to -accompany his family to this
place. During his pbutenre service.
have been held regularly hi- mere
visiting minister.
The regular morning .service wec
held at the Second Baptist church.
Ninth and Ohio streets, yesterday.
but the evening service was prevented by the inclemency of the weather.
The pastor. the Elev. K. H.. Cunningham filled his pulpit in the morning, the subject of his discourse being "The Gospel."
The Rev. T. J. Newell preached n
the subject
the
in
of child-life
United States. At
the Broadway
Methodist church yesterday
for the Illinctls Central, has gone to
Louisville, and Mr. Frank titalde is
Cutting in his plat*.
Messrs. Douglas Bagby and Johr
Brooks and MItusesi Rena and Fannie
Coleman retutned from Princeton this
morning after spending Sunday with
friends aed relative,,,
Mr. J. II. Evans, the jeweler, formerly of tbe Warren & Warren corn
pany. returned to Dyersburg this morn
leg after a visit to friends here Stun
day. He in now employed In Dyersburg.
Mrs. Moore Whittaker Is ill at her
home on Campbell street.
Mr. Henry Geagen. of Memphis. returned hom'e this morning after spend.
tag 5: nday with his parents.
Hon. L. P. Head returned to Eddy•
vele this morning.
Miss Lelia Holland. formerl) of Paducah but nos- of Jackson. Tenn., returned to Jackson this mornine. Ste
has been to' Buffalo and through the
east, and spent several days with her
relatives here.'
Mrs. .1. W. Sherrell antrtlaughter,
Virginia. and Mrs. John
Friant.
went to Golconda yesterday for a
visit to friends.
Miu Lizzie Vaughan and brotherIn-law, Mr. Sam (lot:, and little
daughter
returned this morning
from Chicago.
Mrs. J. A. Cal-oway. of 721 South
Ninth street. will leeve tomotrow for
a visit In Memphis, Tetra.
Miss Garnett 13.-ckner eft this mo u
frig for Louisville, and front there Roes
to St. Mary's college.
Mies Gene Mortis and Miss Henri
Alcott will go to Louisville tunisrrow
to cleft
Miss Map Blossom Beaumont will
warn to her h-erne in Mayfield tads).
after visiting Mae Garnett Buckner,
Mr. and Mrs. MM. Mams.pf lernijh
lend, were In the city today, and yeeterrlay.
Mr. EC. I. Franklin tesenffeeing at
his home on flay stseet fuont Injuries
received in Marion, Kr.. wh-re a
runaway horse tollided with his

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO
•
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lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Fifth street.
J. E. MORGAN. blacksmith, 409
B. Third Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for flore stone side wire tires, the
HEATING and stove wood, Frank best rubber tires made.
Levin, both phones 437.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Saigon
- sFOR RENT-One side of store ry and concrete work a specialty
428 Broadway. Phones 1513.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
FOR RENT-Four-room residence Residence phone e237. Prompt atsewerage connections. 220 Tennessee. tention to all estimates.
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house.
FARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary
modern conveniences. Old phone 464. Surgeons and Dentists. Personal atFOR RENT-- Rooms with board, teotion to all diseases of horses and
dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
326 South Third.
scientifically
equipped
hospital
PIANO FOR SALE-At once. Ats where every
case is assured careful
ply to 319 Washington
attention. Bring your sick horses or
_
CLEANING and pressing neatly can us any time for consultation
done. James Duffey. old phone 713-r. °Rice and hospital 429 South Third
kooms furnished with board, 403 Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence.
• old. 18111.
Washington.

WANTED

POSITroN
by an expert
stenographer. . Telephone told) 251 9.

FOR SALE- Gentle

buggy
saddle horse, 1308 Jefferson.

and

ANTED-PositionIn

restaurant
or laundry by lady. Address N. care
Sun.

Mule Owe ow Trial.
HAMBURGERS and Hot
FOR
Counts Judge R. T. Lightfoot halt_
Tamales go to Shorty's, 117 1-2 ft been all day trying one rase, and it
Third.
is probable that the rase will not
FURNISHED
house of seven be concluded before tomorrow. It is
rooms centrally located, for rent for the case of J. P. Parker against Tom
the winter. Address L.. care Sun
Crick for the return of two mule.
WANTED-7;MM timber and farm and $25 damages, the result of a
hands. Good wages. Frank Lumber horse trade. Crick swapped two
mules to Parker for one horse stud
Co., old phone 1458-1.
$130
on the ad. Papker alleges that
FOR RENT- Five rooms over
the mules were not sound and up
Kamleiter's grocery. Apply to Henry
to what they were represented to be
Kamletter.
Thirty-four witnesses are
be
to
SUITS CLEANED and pressed 76
heard.
cents. Bolntnon the tailor 113 South
Third street. Phone 1016-a.
In Bankruptcy.
FOR SALE-Beautiful city, lotion
Through his attorney I. M. Wore
small mei:till), payments. H. C. Hol- ten, Ie. W. Peery filed a petition
in
lins, Trueheart Bldg., old phone 127. bankruptcy today
in
the federal
WANTED- To sell your property. court. There are no assets and the liNo. „9, Trueheart abilities will be $200. William Moore
H. C. Hollins
Bldg. Telephone 127.
is the only efeditor. Peery was in
WANTED-loung men to board. the grocery business at Tennessee
Bath and other conveniences, 912 street and Goebel avenue.
Jefferson.

•
LAVINE Cote.
HICKORY WOOD---Ptiaoes, Old
StIbPoenas_at• being served on wit142, New. 9&. Delivered promptly.
nessee in the Loving murder else
C. E. Bell &Zone.
which is set for the ?meth day ortliirs
FOR SALE-Wood yard, Includine
September term of the circuit court.
engine, boiler and saw. Address
Thursday. September t's
W. CST@ Sun.

buggy.
Dr. J. C. Freeland has returnel
FOR f4ALE---Mineral lands, samfrom a. visit to his parents in Pennsyl- ples. App'y at 1124 South Fourth
vania.
street.
BEAUTIFUL F'LOWERS
I

IN THE COURTS

FOR S.A.140---Dintng* room table
and chairs and gas stove.
H. L.
Fisher, 618 Harrison street.

HORSE BACKED.
And Mr. Ell 1145)114. Wall Thrown
From Buggy.

Backing from fear of an approach'-ii-YMAFS, The popular shirt man. Is ing train, the .horse hitched to
coming. Hold your orders for him, he buggy in which was Mr. Ell Boone,
.broke ,the shaft. end
threw Sr.
The annual inspection of flower- will surely fit and please you.
FOR RENT-I-iFont room: all Boone out to the ground Saturday
beds, and lawns, on the Minces Central, was made here Saturday, Mr modern conveniences. Inquire 713 night at Eleventh street and Broadway. Ile received only bruises from
William Keller. chief gardener of Ky. Ave.
the Louisville division, and twelve
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished the fall. Mr. Boone was waiting for '
other inspectors were In the party. rooms for houeekeeping. Apply at the Cairo train. It came In an.1 scar.
ed his horse, causing it to back. Mrs
They spoke highly of the chances of 11.07 Monroe street.
Boone had gotten out just prey:mit
James McLaughlin. local Illinois
-FOR RENT-Furnished room with
to the accident. The harness and
Central gardener, for taking first
private bath, on Broadway
between buggy were wrecked.
prize on the division With the peerFifth and Sixth. Apply R. W. Walker
thee lawn, that at the passenger sta•
Co., Fifth and Broadway.
Deed. Flied.
• FOR SALE-- One buffet,-sTx dinH. P. Fien and others to Mrs. Cathing room chairs, base burner, bed erine Turner,
property in the county,
"Bay, Pa," asked little Willie,
room smite and other furnIshings, in $1.100.
"What
is a Sioutagenarian,' anyway?" "A nonagenarian, my son." perfect condition, el9 Jefferson.
A 11015EIN /10511
-for "sale. Plit
Marriage Lkeinses.
Abed Willie's pa, "Is usually a man
John R. (ianaway, 26 and 111114
who has or has not used tobacco all rooms, bath, furnace
hardwlod
floors, up-to-date In every particu- dtae Howell, 17, of the city.
his IN."- Philadelphia Press.
.d •44
At Illinois Central Passenger
tion Win Compliments.

Sta-

) Mottle

V ICT1

ADVANCE FALL STYLES
IN OU

Ilit)S1113, RIDS

FOR

HEN Clt

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

See

R SHOW WINDOWS'

util Tax Super% ism., Engine Drit—
er and Asst. Engineer.

Work of "Flying ()coup" of Revoke .tpst1itittiu lit. Mill He alstile
Wailes. Whs. Comte
illend.. of Departments. S
I Him
Time 'Fisk V.
to Math.

•
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The Best and Most Comfortable
Shoes Made

TO COLORADO

Our clean up sale is still on. We have several lines
of NieL's
Patent Kid Oxfords, consolidated as one, to enable Its to
glve
you sizes. Regular price 113,13 so and 14:
closing out at
All the Tan oxfords in the store, without a singl
e exception,
for men and women, $3, $3 so, $4 and
going at .

by

Very low round trip rates all summer. Specia
l
reductions September 3 to 14 inclusive. One way
"Colonist" tickets will he oa sale September 15
attobe
to
r 31.
•••••••••
11.11

TO 110I SPRINIS, ARK.

Three city appointments will be
St. Petersburg, Aug. 27.--Gen.
Min. commander of the Settiluovsky made this week, in the fire departgliald regiment, who suppressed the ment, the engineers department and
tears at Moscow last December, was the board of tax supervisors. The
death of the late B. G. Caldweil,who
assansluated at Peterhof last night.
General Min was at the railway rota- tendered
his resignation several
tion with his family when killed. The weeks ago, creates a vacancy on the
deed ea* committed by a young girl last named board. There are numwho fired seven shots into lila body bers of complaints about alleged excessive taxes and
killing him instantly.
errors, for the
Madame Mtn gelled the ageasaln by board to consider and Mayor Yeiser
the hand and hekl her until the police will act without delay.
In 4.1fr engineer's department an
art ivet.
The death sentence long has hung assistant to Engineer I.. A. Washingover General Mtn owing to alleged ton will be appointed. Mr. Washing.
harsh methods and cruelties. General ton is now considering sonic one for
(then colonel) Min was in command the place. The general council has
of the Seminovsky regiment, when authorized_ him to select a man to
*coven were shot down near the Tech- look.after the sewer extension.
nological institute October 31. and It
At the last meeting of the general
was stated that he wished in set the council a resolution was adopted aubuilding on fire an<I roast the stu- thorizing the appointment of a driver for the new steamer of the fire
dent. inside.
The daughter of Premler fitcrl) pin, department. The engine la now In
who was injured by the bomb explo- readiness ter use. It is probable that
.slen Rattly ley and erroneous report- Mayor Yelser will call a meeting
of
ed dead, Is st!ll alive and passed a the board, of police and fire i.onsquiet night. The premier's sou is bet- MIsstonera tonight or tomorrow
night
ter today. Two more of those injured to name the new driver.
The school board will meet tomorby life explosion died
during the
night, making the total death, thirty- row' night In special session to select colored teachers, fill several
two.
vaThe central commlttee of the
canci
es In the white schools, act on
social
the text book committee's report,
revo:utioalat• have drawn up a
and
Proclaconsider some Important business
mation that unless the government
in
alconnection with the approaching
ters it pollcy such acts as the
atof
tempt to kill Ste:3- pin will be pursuei the tete selrosits.
to the utmost and that the government
Sewer ('ontelict.
representatives will be killed by
Owing to the fact that the .be. '
the
of councilmen can not consider
hundreds.
The police have been unsuccessf
sewer
extension ordinance entil
ul
day, September 7, the bids for
In getting on the real track of
the
.
contract will not be openeA time
conspiracy beyond establishing
from
September I0-. The board of ald ,
thr text ,cat Iho death sentence
found
An the hod v of the dead
assassin men has passed the* *di:lance,
The council went Walt two weeks
that the hand belonged to the
be
Maxifore acting on 14. The board wilimists,- hett,r known aa the
-Flying
he
Group" of the social revolu
veiled in special session twice on
t,onists.
September 7 to give the measu
re final passage.
‘ssitssinalirtio. ird Two Team
se'.
June 15—General Co- nt Bobri
DoX•T Rut 111d.rir
nk- And lose all
ini•reist vs
off, governor general of Fltea
within tenet). Iferbine wilt.
nd.
liver perform Its duties proper
Jii:y 211 —.Minister of the In
ly. J
!helot H. Vaughn, Elba, Ala- wrItes
• -Being!
Von Plehve.
a constant sufferer from
and a disordered liver, I '
1905.
Iferbine to be the best T.
Feb.
M. E. SOIS3;011, Soinen, these troubles on the i• •
used ft ronstantly. I'
preeutator general of Finland.
th• best medicine of 1, wish all Suff.
Feb. 16-0overnor General Teher
these trohi
k- to know the goodfrom
Herhine has it. •
off. of Warsaw.
me."
Sold by all druggists.
Feb. 17—Grand Duke Semite).
reb. I S--- Mit)or of Vagar
shapeo,
—Our piaz'os are Known: so
Transcaticastis.
are
we. Ask your neighbor about
March 7 -Chief of Police Je:etS
them,
chill. some
have used
of Rialystock.
them over thirty
years; they are guaranteed from
May 24—Governer of Sakti
seven years to indefinite time. D.
July 1--General Certitiltite
H.
skl, chief
Baldwin & compety, 520
of Bessarabia gendarmes.
Broadway.
July 11—Major General
Oount
WHY FRET AND ISVOIlltV
Shouvalouff, perfect of 'Moscow.
When your child has a
told.
Jnly
Kremerenko, You need not tear pneumonia or other
pulmonary diseases.
chief of police of Helsingfors.
Keep supplied
with Hallard's Horehound Syru
p—a
Sept. 2--Prince Erlstoff.
positive cure
for
Colds, Coughs.
Whoop
ing Cough and Bronchitis.
Oct. 13—Aesietant .CAtief
Mrs.
Hall.
of Sioux Falls, S. D.,
of Pollee
s. ''I
have used your wonderfulwrite
Osovsky, Kishinev.
Ballard's
llorelseiund Syrup on my childr
en
for
Dee. 1,--eGovernor of Ff.
the years. Its restiii- have been
wo,
derful."
Dec. 7 --Gen Sakaharoff.
at See
...old by all druggists.
&toff:
Dee. 29-- Chief of pollee
of Mos
The railway bridge which conneet,
eow.
Veelce with the Maioland Is 12,(.5
e
11106.
feet long and has 222 arches
Jan. 2—Governor and
Chief of Pollee of Krasnoyarsk.
—We handle the-hest players on
Jan. 11--Coionel Drago
miroff, abler the market: we also handl
e a cheap
of pollee of Irkutak.
player. See us for prices. D.
H.
Jan, 11 ---Major Gener
al I.Issoski. taldwin & company. 620
Broadff.111Perm.

Jan. 20--Genera: Ortaz
noff, chief
of staff of viceroy of
Caramels.
Jan. 31 --Privy Councillor
Filllnoff.
In Poltara.
Feb. 2I—General Dechu
rehlek and
fatrIllY.
Islay 14—Vice Admiral
KonmItsen,
commandant at St.
Peterkletrfe
July FL—Admiral Chukt
n. coinmandm. ack....saart
oty.trrv.

We have several lines of Wonsese_ri White Canv
as and
Island Duck Oxfords, consolidated as one, which gives S-a-.
us a,
good run of size.; regular $2.50, 13 and $3 so
goods, now

Aug. 25----General N1'n. comma
ntl,
of Semlnovsky guard
regiment.
DONT
When your JointssallttlYafft.E
and you suite`
from Rheumatism.ache
Boy a bottle
of
Ballard's, Know Linim
ent and get in..tant relief. A positi
ve cure for Rheunuitletn. Burns, Cuts. Contracted
Sore Chest, etc. Mr. I.
T. Bogy, a
prominent merchant at
TONItel. Pars that he Willow Point,
Snow Liniment the best finds Ballard'.
all round Llnl
ment he ever toted."
Sold by all druggist.,
—During this
month
we will
make special prices and
terms on pianos and organs. It would
be worth
your time and save you
money to
see our pianos and get our
et-lees before buying, D. 14 Baldwin
& co:neatly, 520 Broadway.
cHILISREN IN rem
Were rrs. as tie, hildre
n who are suf•
feting from hunger. Such
the cause
of all Italics who cry and Is
itce treated
for at kora,, when they really
are suffering from hanger. 'no.
from their toed not being Is eaused
lated
hut devoured br "renew Aassimi
of White's Ciesarn Verinituge few doer*
Diem to cease rrylng end will ramie
tiegin to
thrive Menus. Oils it • trial.
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OCK Island

System

No Goods on Approval. Cash Only

rJund

trip :rates

all

GEO. H. LEE,
Gen, Pass. Ago.,

P. S. WEEVER,
Tray. Pass. Art.,

Little Rock, Ark.

Nashville, Tenn.

LEN DLER & LYDON
309 Broadway: Phone 673

.smaammeisamarae..-taa..
--wasrrimw-A-vonsawzmutrzazommma

r - —.------- —,

W. -P. fax-rtsw,

R. Rueis,
Cashie:

PresiOent

P. PuneWea,
Assistant Cashier

Capital

50,000

SIN* huldere

limited number of second hand bicycles.

100.000

Total security to depositors.....$250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms sclicitest. We &predate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the
same
asUrtesOUS treatment.

Interest Paid on Time

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
They cos save you money, and
take your old wheel in exchange. We want an un-

$100000

httUa.•

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See
North Fifth St., Next Kentucky
Theatre

Citizen's Savings Bank

Deposit,

Remember this ir the cheapest house in twin on bicycles
and everything for bicycles,
Farts furnished for .any make of
wreel. Expert machinists in
our repair shop.
All work
guaranteed,

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clo
ck

Third ad Broadway
101.
-

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

Chances to Spend

Ever have you- shirts returned from the laun
dry

with the bosom it r .:hed only in spot
s and with starch

daubed all around the _neckband and
sides of the
hosiim?
We have a machine which saves you from
such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over ate rest
of tiltshirt with this machine.
Lct us d:ralastrate its value to you.

'Chances to Save
The first are always with yon. The second are
with y03 only
wnile 3oti are earning good wages. The
chances to spend
will he no account to you later in life if y,,ti do
not us- your
eh antes to save now Start an account at
once With .1 on
and get 4 per cent interest.

'

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
221

THE UP-TO.DATE STAR LA
UNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Broadway

TO LET

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided
with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double..officei especially adapted for dent
ist!:
American -German

National
227 Broadway

A railway locomotive has an ave.
age life of fifteen years ancluga, earn
big cape-fly -el £601141.0.
—We ship pianos and organs direct from factory of our
and eaves you commission. D.
a
Baldwiu & company. 520 Broad
way.

Very low
summer,

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information rega
rding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

You can wea• these until you get tired
of them. Then
will dye black for you free of charge.

•

all summer. Special

TO CALIFORNIA

$2,50
$1,257; $3

CONTRACT

Tnruyct:1173;o
ptuen„Iblrrif3 rtiole759

—Real Estate Ag
ency.
-REAL ESTATE,PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

Bank

Pans! Fans!
CEILINfi AND BUZZ FANS
See Us For

If You

AO

Are interested in souvenir pcst cards take a

Now located at

Kodak
On

your

vacation

and

rrocure views that are
entirely original.
We
carry Kodaks in stock
from

$1.00 to $20
Full stock of films and
supplies.

McPherson's Drug Store
fourth in Broadway

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Olaitber's Stable
.
We are ready for all kin
ds of' hauling.

TELEPHONE. 499

/,:o.r.,.

LAKE BREEZES
Can be enjoyed in safe del.ght
ea the STI.M. STILAMSHIP

mANIT0

FOR COMFORT, REST
AND PLEASURE
It offer

s an unequalled opportunit
y
lest Glass Onlyenger Service Exclusively
modern mln fort. nlaetrirPass
:.
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Foreman Bros. Novelly Co.

Incorporated_
121-123 N.rourth St.

Pilo nom ^.757
,
Paratal

YOUR FIRST- THOUGHT
When dwellittg on the Plumbing
or Heating qn-stion
is:
Who's the best to see' Ask your neigh
bor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E.D. 1-IANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas

132 Sistoth Furth

Ficting

3251<wntucky Ave.
Phonsoa 201

4,

girl;

His Wile Holds Assassin
Police Come.

b

, PU21 1 3

CE! uN KILLED THREE VACANCIES
BY YOUNG WOMEN IN DRARTMENTS

'6

201

• VP 6 •

!AGM IFTVICI.

PPM FAINICA111 EVENINeR
A MILLION-ACHE ESTATE.

The Manager
Of the B. A.
By VAUGHAN KESTER.
Copyright, 1901, by Rather t. Brothers

310hDAY• 4IltrAT 27.
•.
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eittute tiertrudes Rauch is Tette as
Large as Rhode Island.
By the iecent acquisition of a a
tract of 170,000 acres Saute Gertrudes ranch, Itt Southwest Texas, a.
ready reputed to be the largest
tale in the world owned by a pester
individual. was increased to the In:
Meuse proportions of 2,000 aqua!
miles or 1,210,000 acres. As an a, .
to the comprehension of these(Mensloes some comparisons may be
found useful. The area of Rhode islend, excluinve of the water or Narragansett Bay, comprises 673,920
acres, or Just a trifle more than on,
half the urea of Santa Gertrude.ranch. The area of Delaware, exclusive of water is 1,250,000 acres, or
25,600 acres smaller than Santa
Gertrude*. Texas constitutes oneeleventh of the arts' of the United
States; yet if the Lone Star state
were to be cut up into ranches the
size of Santa Gertrudes there wou1.1
only be land enough to make 132.thus exposing her to cal, instead of
ad in 1853 by Captain Richard King,
a former Ilesissippl river pilot, who,
with his friend. Captain Mifflin Kennedy, had charge of the transport
service on the Rio Grande which
supplied General Taylor's army during the Mexican war. Captain King's
ambition was to possess the largest
and best conducted ranch in Texas,
but he died twenty years ago, after
'the
accumulating 800,000 acres.
property was left to his widow, Mrs
H. M. King, who turned the entire
management over to bier son-in-law,
R, J. Kleberg, a lawyer, who was
born and brought up ,within 150
tulles of the ranch. Under Mr. Kieberg's management the acreage has
more than 50 per
been increased
in Harper's
cent.— C. F. Carter

JANES

For Quick

REAL ESTATL
MORTGAGES *
LCIANS

Wall Papering

Lola on Tennessee and Junes streeta
between 8th and 9th, $375 cash or
$400, part on time.

Decorating, House
Painting an d Picture Framing you
should phone 1513.
We do your work
quick, do it cheap,
do it goo

412 South 9th St., 6 rooms In good
fix, at $1,650, part on time.
418 South 9th St., 6 rooms, house
_good condition, at $1,750, part time.

SPEND YOUR VACATION
before it was said and were ready for
543 Fountain Ave., 6 room house,
elot tees remarkable was Rydees
the thrill when the thrill was due. It
location.
ON THE GREAT LAKES
esculent
inside.
water
nice,
posthumous fame. Men who had nevTraveling
have seemed that Mr. Williammight
on
depends
which
price
to
See me ate
er known him to life bow spoke of
tneaus the trill,
son was paki a salary merely to make
vantages labia in. •
payment.
of
him with trembling Yokes and every
terms
and cunt
can ptovide
an uncertain hereafter yet more unoutward evidence of the sincerest sorfort are prime 4-maitlrrati01111.
Some excellent farm offers near city,
comfortable and uncertain. but Antioch
te Ticketasold wall points
rhese
row. It was as If they had sustained
'handdo now for sub-division and pay
and baggage checked to destination.
took its religion hot, with a shiver and
a pendent loss, for his champion/eel)
Dec TUNIC TAELC
some profit at once on Present Prices.
threat of tune name.
of the strike had given him a great
MACKINAC DIVISION
When Mr. Williamson sat down Mr.
Madison St. Fountain Park corner
popularity, and his murder, growilee
L Toledo Mondays&•Satutdam 9.10 A.
Kenyon TOM.. As a layman he eonid
4.0.3 P.M.
park.
in
chance
is
Only
•
$6541.
at
jot
preall
us
this
of
out
cbampionehip,
. °moat Mondays& *SiCurtley• S.Of P.M
be entirely eulogistic. Ile WO" sure of
Nice North 5th St. 9-room house in
(erred to believe, made his death seem
•Wwinmdays it Fridays 0.JO A I/
the faith which throne' life hail been
• ,ur Trips per week *cow.
a specie's of uuirtytdote.
excellent condition at $3,500. Only
June 15th
•.1 •
Indeed, the were fact that be had the guiding star of the departed. He
Irma marealliem at IleetIme
from Palmer House.
blocks
Camay.as..4
• -.mem ter Tetmley.
been murdered would have Neu autte had seen it instanced by numerous acts
about $30
•.•giaa Sae. mII. lessee comimiilwar or.
rents
houses,
Three
& sot See Dee for
benevolence,
Christian
it
A.
a
s
S
eminently
of
(lent to make him popular at any time,
Illimampro ass
Ilarmotio•
month. N. l' corner 6th and Ohio Sts.,
ate swat.
lee had suppliee autloch with a giorl- and on those rare occasions when be
Nat 1513 428 Broadway
400.
It
at
,etet
C
Inveil
•
geed
bC
T
sail
relife
one sensation. It was something to had sPoken of his hoPes
DI vm •5 ON
Have at all times money to loan on
30 P. SA.
Low*(*twit dail
talk over and diacuas and shudder at, had, in spite of his shrinking modesty,
5 30 A. D.
711/no• Cleveland d•tly
Christian
farm land at 6 per cent interest, 10
and the ton was grateful and happy shown that his standards of
Loam Citinerand daily loss P.N.
5 35* M.
Ain. Omni" daily
with the deep, calm joy of a perfect duty were both lofty and consistent.
sears' time. Certainly getting money
a, oim Move.. Irenea eml l'IMeleml
Here the Hon. Jeb Burrows, who had
emotion.
rad J:cy sad
wanted if farm and title all right.
awoke with a
T LINK
It determined to give him a funeral been dozing peacefully,
Have acre land just outside city
rimelso4 Pei.
Lamda Dego a.,..,.
wide, bulging
ia-ite, ea I 1..5.1o.
which should be creditable alike to the start and gazed with
sell
can
limits, In veity •hoice location,
Mr.
followed
Ile
P. streled
,
speaker.
Sand at0 Cart stem
tbe
at
eyes
cause for which be bad died and to the
Pam ph et. Add....
in any quantity- wanted from about Pe
Kenyon, and, though he tried hard, he
manner of his cleath.
•. A. 11011•NTY, &lea ',eV* bed FA.. I.
expression of Byacres up. Well opened up with wide
eleane.bile Dun bad 1.19n1 arrested, i couldn't recall any
DETROIT & CLEVELAND NAV.CO.
streets and best offers in this clan
5.
examined nud set at liberty again in , der's. at the Red Star bar or elsewhere.
about city.
the face of the prevailing sentiment which indicated that there was any
wheel be
that he should be held. No 1/3*. 110,11)t- spiritual uplift to his nature
Five acres fronting 515 feet on
the
ANTI
BVANSVILLR, PADUCAH
ed-be himself least of al-that !weer fed at secret altars; so he pictured
side of Ilinkieville road near
south
C.4.1.11t0 LINE.
Oskley had killed Ryder. Bel, Bennett friend and citizen, and the dead fared
I
Ian
This
$300
acre.
City
at
limits
recalled their meeting 1118 he left the well at his hands, perhaps better than
can be subdivided Into Iota and reecee
(Incorporated.)
office to go borne for supper ou the , he was conscious of. for he said no
at handsome profit. Easy payments likaativille and Paducah Parket&
night of the murder. tied it red and more than he believed'
to
hymn,
and
prayer
the
came
lots
Then
on
houses
Five 4-room double
yellow lawdauna haudkeri.hief was
each 40:165 feet to 15 foot alley. on
found under the table, which Den be succeeded by a heavy. R0144'111 pause,
•
the
to
stelosel
Williamson
identified as having belonged to hie and Mr.
`nbrth side of Clay street between litli
Weekly.
front of' the platforui.
father.
and 13th streets at $1,050 each, $100
"All those who care to yew the reKenyon mime to Antioch and made
iniiiiThTf Oatmeal
CUM- ailaFOLK BLAMES GOOD CITIZENS.
Except Sunday.)
I presume there are many
-awl
malushis re-eleetioil almost certain by the
of $15. Rents now at $10 month.
wish to look upon the
will
Steamers Joe Fowler and John &
who
!here
offer of a reward of 9.-010 for the arrest
These are bargains for investment, at Hopkins, leave Paducah for Keaneof our dead friend before it is Holmes Their Inactivity ()Wade to
and conviction of the murderer. This face
leouveyed to its final resting platehouses in good condition and grouna vine and way landings at 11 a. in. •
liovensthent.
itimulattel a wouderfulesteasere of ate
Hemet
were I will Weenie form in line at the rear of
Special excursion rate now in efrapidly rising in value. Take one ot
tivIty. f,arto,,„ of wet, and boys
the edifice and advance quietly up the
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
soon scouring the woods and fields in
more.
right aisle. passiug across the church
Rockford. I . Aug. 27.- -"The great
quest of the old convict.
One nicest 7-room houses in city return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
Broadway •1 54th St.
as quickly as possible and thence down eat obstace in the way of good govboat. Table uusurpassed.
The day preceding that of the funerNEW YORK CITY, N. V,
new, never been occupied, allemodern
the left aisle and on out through the ernment, the greatest hindrance to
•
al a dusty conntrynian on a hard rid•ppotated hotel is
Ti,,'
1.....rios•iy
most
frontSt.
and
Madison
near
confusion
conveniences,
prevent
will
This
door.
New York. Ita furnish nd• ate rare rtch
STEAMIsie Mel% FOWLER
den plow horse dashed into town with
progress of righteousness, Is the
the
all."
for
polished
pleasanter
and
Itisbly
good
In
taste lb.
make It much
ing on Fountain Ave. and opposite Leaves Peducah for Cairo and way
dee;ared
the news that a wan who answered
Coma th.ougbont the e•ttre boss* are cowThere was a rustle of skirts and the inactivity of good
Lang park, at $30.0, part on time. landings at S a. m. sharp, daily exered •Ith handsome orleutid fifes. Tiled
perfectly to the description of Roger
adan
in
Missouri.
of
Folk,
GC:we:110r
the
as
both rooms veattlati•g tato the opts sie •
awkward shuffling of many feet
This is floe offer In good home/ La:k cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Oakley had been seen the night before
te.
su
ever,
in
Teirphone
feature
toiRockferd,Chantauqua
congregation formed in line; then It dress at the
Thi• It .1.1 offers to permanent and taus.
at it aad see.
twenty-six miles north of Athicerle at filed slowly up the aisle to where Chris
now in effect from Paducah to Caine
brut guesta "spa, tor accommodation". arc day. "The country neees men in
a place called Barrow's Sawmills,
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park, and return, with or without meals
rice
rtc. al lempling rat., Inspectloa of
Berry ptood, weazened and dry, with times of peace more than. in war
this beautiful establishmen4 invited
where he had stopped at a store and
legh, well drained, with excellent sur- and room. Good music and tableunvulture look on his fare and a vultheir
SENO VOA ILLUSTRArtlit SOORLIT.
matte a number of purchases. Then he ture touch to his bands that now snd When good citizens elsregare
roundings, 60 foot street In front of it, aurpassed.
had struck off through the woods. It again picked at the flowers which were ob:igatione to their collate,. they leave
For further information apply to
EDWARD R. SWETT at 11.000 on any reasonable payment"
The
elements.
was RISO learned that he had eaten hie banked about the coffin.
undesirable
control to
S. A. Fowler, General Cass. Agent. or
P ROPRIETOR
desired.
but
the
morning after the murbreakfast
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
The Emorys, partly out of regent for strength of the tawless is great,
First-cjass cottage ot a rooms, just Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's teSce.
der at a farmhouse midway between to
Me sentiment, had attended the fie Is as nothing when it comes In contact
renovated throughout, on north side of Both phones No. 33.
ntlot and Barrow's Sawmills. The
Aii
L for. as the doctor said. they were with an aroused public corer:mice St.
farmer's wee had at his reqneet put the only real friends Griff had in the
Jefferson St. beteeen 13th and 14th,
this when the people
showed
Louis
up a lunch for him. Later In the day town. They had known and liked him
at $3,500.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNKSSKR
a man at work in a field had seen and when the rest of Antioch was dull' there, wear of the domination of corSeveral Rowlemitown lots on $5.00
RIVER PACkleT VOMPANT.
them. PhEad21overthrew
ruptness,
spoken W1111 him.
whose
'wetly critical of the newcomer,
monthly payments.
phfa at last awoke from her %limbers
There was neither railroad, telegraph ways were not its ways.
240 acres best farm in county, only
FOIL TBNNIC4481101:
nor telephone at Barrow's Sawmills. - When the congregation thronged up and determined to do something, and
4 miles (rem city, $1,500 clash and
and the fugitive had evidently eon- the aisle Constance, who had endured man other cities are doing the *me
balance on 5 years time. See me if you
sidered it safe to 'mature into the the long service, which to her was tin- thing. This world Is getting belle!.
place, trusting that he was ahead of apeakahly grotesque and horrible. In not worse. A moral regeneration
want what will double in value In few
tbe news of his crime. It was on the I el:locked if silent rebellion slipped her
years. Resell at twice the price long
in progress, not a moral degeneration
edge of a sparsely settled district, and Oland into her mother's. "Take me
before payments are due.
to the north of It was the unbroken sway," she whispered brokenly. "or I The fact that this awakening has come
FOR RENT.
at a time of great prosperity shows
wilderness stretching away to the i shall cry out! Take me away:"
4-room
of
house, newly papered,
Good
spirit
a
proceed
from
not
does
It
a
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THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lum
p Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

-

-

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

LIKE ST. BERNARD

ST. BERNARD GOAL GO.
-- Place Your Orders Now

JOE T. BISHOP, Manager.

Both Phones 75
8

I HUMMEL BROS.,INSURANCE--Phone 2791
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HONE RULE

SII'sT NOT RE PLAYED oN THE IRELAND M.%1' tileT*
HER WIsli
STREEle ANT MORE.
.% I-TER ALL.

BUSY POLICEMAN
(iAlth HAS VAII11.3)
PEItIENCE IN 30 Ifut its.

iluvilinamet Prohibiting the practice King Edward Said
to Favor Sierveure Main yr*. Bully. Resits er, Ifur.,
and
Will lk• strictly Enforced
Ite Pu...ett
by
.1fter Buret/sr—hue On
Hereafter.
l'arl IC lull-Ill.
Depot Hem.

F VREWELL CONCERT.
Premier:a to He Great Musk-al Ewa.
at Park.
It- was announced today that the
t:iutis lsd seling the largt-t numbe.
of Itclogs for the farewell concOrt to
be given Thurnis evening. August
10, in compliment to Prof. Harry Gilbin I. will be given a box at the concert. Prof. Gilbert returned this
morning from a visit in lows and w.1:
leave this evening for Mayfield, where
tonight he will give a recital. Indications are that a crowd, *Piety will
tax the capacitv of the Casino, will be
In attendance et the concert. The
n- mbers on the program will be umussist:y fine, and all who will take
part are preparing with enthusiasm.
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Course.
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Life.
'too young -for police ...curt.
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The details of the bill were agreed
was called to a residence on Tonnescriminatirg taste, and such exceptional values as ap•
Other ease,: Page Patteredn, col- upon at a series of conferen
ces be- see 'street to arreet
burglars, but the
Boston. August 27.-- The Herein
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had escaped.
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(lots; A. L. Shaffer,.petty larceny. Bannerruan and Joan
to
E. Retinon.J.
$35 00 We insist on your careful inspection.
Patrolman Clark has been working is In a state of mental and physte,al
continued; Ross Thomas. carrying a loader of the Irish party.
The meas- with Patrolm
an James Brennan Is collapse so the consequeuce of the
Pinto!, continued; Herbert Holland, ure provides for:
MechanIcsb-rg, but has DOW been au- recent death of his wife. The convicgaming, $25 and coats; Tim WhFirst. An Irish
parliament com- signed
to the depot beat.
tion is gaTning that be never will
iten. greed larceny, continued; Ed posed of one body to sit
to Dublin,
*gen retume his former occupations
Bulger disorderly conduct. $25 and with absolute right to
levy taxes for
Special from St. Louis Globe Dem- sad be the plcturestiue and striking
coins: Charles Dunlap, breach of or- local uses.
figure he once was in the life of the
dinance. $5 and costs; May Thomas,
Second. Manhood suffrage In ev- ocrat. Si. Louis, Angus' 1 905financial district.
%le IMPORTANT DECISION.
colored, drunkenness, $1 anJ costs, ery borough .
-Third. A nominal veto power upSW(H.LEN STREAM
on the part of the governor genera! Fine of $1110o.00 Imposed for Subsoil-I
QUITS SALOON.
timing !Abele.
Fourth. Abrogation of the general
I peels+ %chicle end Two Occupant,
Then as Chief of Police (lamp!. Lenin tax upon Irishmen for the support of
Jacob, alias dames Goldgraber, a
.%re Hommel.
the theological seminary at Trinity
Lid.
saloon keeper,of 2300 Market street,
College.
Fifth. Financial and tnoral amain- St. Louis. Mo., recently indicted by . Loveland. 0., August 27.—Flora
Wayland, Mich . August 27.— A
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week ago William Plockstead. in anee from the government of Great the grand jury for using Anheuser- McMullen and
white apron, was taking In nickels Britain in the revival of Irish indult, Buseh-Budweiser labels taken from drowned near here last night. They
empty bottles and putting them on were driving with Ed Hill. e
over a bar for lager beer. Today the Wee.
The home rule bill is largely mod- bottles containing beer brewed
by crossing a small stream, 'motive ,o
same William PlocksteaJ Is chief of
other brewers and selling same as constant rains, the current overturn- 1
police of Wayland and has clamped eled upon the constitution granted
down the lid so tightly that not a to the Transvaal. but It has many Budweiser, was convicted and fined ed the buggy and threw the ocett•
Stile Ott in .ludge Moore's court.
pants into the stream. Ed Hill esglass of beer te sole after hours and features of the Canadian home rule
The case was vigorously prosecut- caped. The bodies of the others
act.
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liberality is raid to have seno salemeireAser dares open his
ed by Campbell Cettnrolngs and is were found_ this morning..
doors on Sunday The bartender was wended even Mr. Redmond.
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-logs in which he will appear for the Low Excureirin Rates vla eouthern
declaring that he would devote his to King Edward Irishmen
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brewery.
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life to the interests of law and order give much of their gratitude. His
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